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•Writing advice/4
•Dairy salute/6-7
•'Bark in the Park'//0

Pitino says Rhodes' future uncertain;
possibilities include redshirt, transfer

IN
fr
95 Daughaday rules on county lawsuit
'SINCE 1879'

MURRAY KY 42071

By AMY WILSON
Statt Writer
MAYFIELD — Graves County
Circuit Judge John Daughaday
ruled Monday that ordinances
and the funding plan for the construction of a new jail approved
by the Calloway County Fiscal
Court are valid and in accordance
with the law.
Daughaday also approved a
motion previously filed by Mark
Medlin, attorney for the citizens'
group, to expand the lawsuit and
amend the complaint.
The Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens filed a
lawsuit in late March against the
fiscal court because it wants a
review of the manner in which
decisions pertaining to the jail
project have been made.
It took Daughaday less than 10
minutes to dispense with the
motion for partial summary judgment presented to him by Paul

Hayes, attorney for the fiscal
C04111.
"This affirms what the county
has done," Hayes said in a Ledger interview. "This is the final
adjudication on these issues."
According to the ruling issued
by Daughaday. he also granted
the fiscal court "reasonable attorney fees incurred in defending
the above ordinances in an
amount to be later determined by
this court."
Medlin was not present at
Monday's hearing. Daughaday
acknowledged that he had notified Medlin of the hearing date
and "he was noticed to be here."
Hayes had originally presented
his motion June 12, but Daughaday declined to issue a ruling
since Medlin was not present at
that hearing.
However, in a Ledger interview following the June 12 hearing, Medlin acknowledged that he

Story on Sports/8

"Good Afternoon Calloway C'ounty"

See related story, page 3
Walter Steely, president of the
group, as the plaintiff representing the association Although presented in the beginning as a class
action suit, Medlin has amended
the complaint to include the following members of the
association:

PAUL HAYES
had not planned to attend.
"We have no strong interest in
the issues (dealing with) procedures to enact ordinances and the
financial plan for the jail," Medlin said.
The original lawsuit names

'Walter Steely, Griselda
Adams, Hubert Barrow. Marcia
Brandon, Homer Bullard, C. Fred
Broach, Max Canady, George
Childs, Priscilla Childs, Charles
Cooper, Dana Corey, Dora
Corey, Bill Crick. Charles
Eldridge, Jimmy Dale Erwin.
Trish Erwin, Jean Fry, Alex Gay.
Brooks Gibson, Abner Herndon.
Danny Herndon. Gary Herndon.
Milford Hicks, Mildred Fluff.
*Ronald Huff, J.R. Jones, Charles
Kemp, Sue Kcmp, Kathy Lyons.
Nancy McClure, Jerry McConnell. Lovella McConnell, Joe

•
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McKinney. J L McKnight, Louis
Oliver. 1a. k ie Olt set. Jamie
Potts, Ethel Proctor. James Raspberry. Lois Raspberry. George
Rchmus, John Richardson. Phillip
Rogers. Phillip L Rogers. Char
les Smotherman. Los,clIa
Smotherman. Homer 10lot. Violet Taylor. ('tunes 1harpe. Jose.
phine Tharpe, Dase Thompson.
T. Tidwell, Ella Tidwell. Oscar
Turner Jr., Charles Tint. Barbara
Tutt. Luther Walker. Mary LlIcri
Walker, Bill White, Betty Ann
White, Buddy White. Mary
White, Johnny White. Oneida
White, Brian Wilburn, Angie
Wilburn. Jim Wilburn. Louie
Williams. Judy Williams, Sue
Williams and Burton Young
According to the association's
bylaws, any person may become
a member by vote of the existing
membership and payment of
dues.
Daughaday also granted Medlin's request to add member% of
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the former tail committee
appointed by County Judge
Exec- Wise 1 I) ‘k lhams to the
list of delenclants
In addition to members of the
fiscal ourt. the lawsuit now
ins ols cs Has Courses . "stars in
Harris and Pat Pay,. hall
Ak Ord
mg to Medlin's motion. the addi
lion of the oil k ortututice mem
bets is necessary because 'their
actions formed the basis for some
or all of the violations alIc t.:cd
against defendant officials in the
original complaint"
The suit also names members
V.1111.11111
of the fiscal court
and magistrates Steve las. ttot.
by Stubblefield, Dan Miller and

Clyde Hale
In the original k iiiiiplaitit. Jim
Vs.00druni. prcsi,fent ot Ark Inick
turc Plus. In, . %•4 as listJ j• j
defendant Ho%%c%cr. he ha% tven
dropped from the suit as an mill

O See Pegs 3

Appeal
filed for
John Doe
By JANE GIBSON
Associated Press Write!
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After deciding "enough was
criough," a lawyer filed an appeal Monday for a man jailed since
November for refusing to identity
himself.
• Public defender Lisa DeRenard

of Paducah said she decided to
appeal
last week after the somber
Ss,
6-foot black man was brought
before Gras es District Judge
Royce Buck as.he has each week
BERNARD KANE4.*rape I Tomos photos
since November
JACKSON BENEFIT: Friends of Joe and Ruth Jackson were
The hearing followed the usual
among the performers at Monday's "Evening of Music and Comedy'
to help defray expenses incurred by the Jacksons because of seriscript Buck asks the man to
identify himself "John Doe"
ous medical disabilities. Pictured (left photo): Roger Reichmuth,
right, leads the "Grumpy Old Men" consisting of H. Pruitt*, Jim Fern
then refuses to answer
and Benii Bohannon. Storyteller Steve Ross (pictured above) also
Next, Buck finds Doc in contempt of court and sends him
performed.
back to the Mayfield jail to the
delight of a courtroom full of
spectators to whom the case has
become a weekly attraction
"Last week, the judge did tell
him. 'If you want to stay in May •
compete with the future. There trained, to be able to have the field, we'd be more than happy to
are going to be cuts in Washing- better jobs. we're not going to have you 1 Just want to get this
ton. It will come. Nobody knows have the better jobs and it's as case off my docket All you have
to do is say your name."' Datesimple as that."
how much,— Jones. said.
House Speaker Jody Richards turd said
Asked if that was not a good
'The judge said. 'Let the
reason to wait. Jones said: "No, said "there has been no change"
record
show the defendant is rollin the sentiment of House memit's not. It's a good reason to
ing his eyeballs toward the ceilbers since last week.
become independent and selfsufficient. If we just hunker down
"I don't feel that waiting until ing.' The whole place cracked up
January is hunkering down. I Just laughing That's when I decided
and wait and see what they do to
feel that it's looking to be as pru- enough was enough. It's funny,
us. we will not be ready when it
dent in money management as but then again it's not"
comes. We have got to make cerSo DeRenard filed an appeal of
possible," Richards said in a
tain that we have worker
Buck's contempt charges Monday
telephone interview.
training."
in Graves Circuit Court.
A regional technology ccntcr
Richards was among leaders
"He could stay in there for
in Hopkinsv ilk is among projects
who told Secretary of the Cabinet
years,
all because he will not give
Jones is pushing. "The reason
Mark Guilfoyle on Wednesday
his name. That's why I went
that we need to do that now is
that most legislators wanted a
because we've got this threat special session limited to ahead with the appeal," said
DeRcnard. who was appointed to
coming from Washington:* he
the case on May 17.
said. "If we don't get our people III Soo Page 3
Joe Doe was charged on Nov.
19 with hitchhiking on a limited•
access highway. Because of the
suspect's silence, Buck has
ordered him held since then.
Doe's bail on the hitchhiking
chute was set at 5100. His trial
long it will take. but we hope to
1he last of the ship •s passenwas set to begin Monday, but was
be on our way today." Young
gers disembarked about 6 a m
postponed
indefinitely after
said
today and were kuded on to
DeRenard Mad a asodoa to have
The S65 million American
buses for trips to area airports
him psychologically evaluated so
Queen was beached on purpose
"We didn't make the passensec if he is competent to stand
for a photo session'Sunday morn•
gers leave, but all had flights or
trial or if he understands the
ing, then got stuck as the river
other plans for today since our criminal
charges against him.
fell Passengers were in no danscheduled arrival in Cincinnati
ger since the boat was grounded
• See Pep 3
See Pon a
clear of the river channel.

ones: Legislators shouldn't wait
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Write
FRANKFORT, Ky./(AP) —
The General Assembly should act
quickly on construction and
budget projects he wants passed
in a special session, not "hunker
down" until January, Gov. Brereton Jones said.
He said Monday he still
planned to call a special session
on July 31. He also said he had
not "drawn any lines in the
sand" but did not indicate he was
willing to limit the session to a
redrawing of legislative boundaries, as some legislative leaders
urged.
Some legislative leaders last
week said a special session
should be limited to redistricting.

BRERETON JONES
which has been court-ordered.
and everything else could wait
until the General Assembly's regular session in January.

House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo of Prestonsburg last
week said lawmakers "feel
they've been special-sessioned to
death." He said Jones should not
call a special session to spend
part of an expected budget surplus until he has enough votes
lined up.
In a speech to Kentucky
Department of Education employees. Jones said he hoped the special session would result in more
money for school technology,
among other things.
After the speech, he said the
amount was "open for debate"
but "the best investment we can
make is in education, is in worker
training.
"It is making sure we can

Stranded steamboat may be free today
By TED BRIDIS
Associated Press Writer
HAWESVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Across the summer haze on the
Ohio River, the musical steam
whistles pierced atop the beached
Amencan Quern paddlewheeler.
Its tune for the day: "My Old
Kentucky Home."
Its perch was getting old for

the 159-member crew of the
418-foot riverboat — the largest
of its kind ever built. The Amencan Queen enters its third day
today lodged firmly on a Kentucky sandbar, the victim of a
falling Ohio River during its
maiden voyage from New
Orleans to Pittsburgh.
Paui Young, a vice president

for the Delta Queen Co.. said this
morning that dredging equipment
arrived about 830 a.m. CDT to
dig into the muck holding the
3.70/-ton American Queen stubbornly in place skeet 130 miles
downstream from Lbuisville.
The company hoped to have
the boat free today, she said.
"We just have no odes how
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See Our Large Selection Of Built-In Appliances
For Your New Home Or Remodeling Needs.

SUMMER SPECIALS!
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GE Profile Black on Black
Select-Top"
Modular
Downdraft
Cooktop

30" White on white
Built-In Self-Cleaning Oven
3r .3r:WAND

.

••-

•

• Povserr,.'
aft venting system
e - a;r-, enameled dual modular cooktop accepts optional
mg modules (available at extra cost I
• Rota, infinite heat controls
• S ,face un:t - ON- indicator light
• PL

Model ACVO6LA

Moor 4311i WEI

CARRY-COOL'
PORTABLE AIR COMMONER

HI-EFFICIENCY
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
•Hi efficiency. 8 8/8 8 EER
•17 50017 200 BTU

•Hi-efficiency. 86 EER
•6,000 BTU cooling,
115 volts,65 amps
•2 cooling/2 fan only speeds
•8-position thermostat
•Easy mount window
ONLY
installation
•Easy-to-clean
slide-out filter

Mode 1P.IF9WN .130 313 a *Me :11 Ole
J•re p3 a
'1,4%,es and kW:,onree.t*
,•0-9

299"

,

-
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Model AVM24138

Mode, JVA1210W1
V -•

GE Profile' BLACK ON BLACK
2T CONVECTION OVEN
•
•
• • .

SLACK ON BLACK
24* BUILT IN OVEN

GE Profile' BLACK ON BLACK

; ass :oorito;
CDv*,::-•
• F.
••• •c,:spat's
•
;•-•s

0

SPACEMAKERPLUS'
MICROWAVE OVEN

oprl

P'.4rchases Of Selected Side-By-Side Refrigerators'
Sereictax! Appliances' Purchased With A Soda-By-Side Refrigerator

CASH
REBATE

Direct
FGroem

s75

CASH
REBATE

•Hi-efficiency,8 3/8,3 EER
•23,503/23,000 BTU.
•230/208 volts, 13 0/14.2 amps.
•3 cooling/2 fan only speeds.
•10-position thermostat.
ONLY
•Easy-to-clean,
slide-out fitter

'35

'499

Direct from GE
when you buy this
GE dishwasher

moso eve4ab1*

SPECIAL!

Direct
From
GE

Direct
FGroEm

Refrigerator with
Factory Installed
Nice Cubes''
lcemaker!

.3134 0111
DOM
t'011•41

mixer 1022PCS

*dal T2

GE Profile REFRIGERATOR
WITH ICE DISPENSER

GE Profile • REFRIGERATOR
DISPENSES CRUSHED ICF
CUBES 8 CHILLED INATEI

1549'

ONLY

•

81229x

• 18.2 cu ft. capacity.
• Adjustable glass shelve',
• .f lack pin
• „illon storage on door
• vegetable/fruit pans

RS

GE Profile- REFRIGERATOR

DISPENSES CRUSHED ICE,
CUBES 8 CHILLED WATER
• 2•.:
•• :
•: -e - • ,
j 33.5

ONLY

Installation Extra

- Electronic toucheed controls with systems monitor.
Clean sensor system.
• Automatic cycle selection.
• Super upper rack.
• GE Profile' CluietMotor.
ONLY
• Sound-dampening Profile'
insulation package.
6501410.444 Ain•ond on Airnond
Before Rebate
and 65044x6 v,' v wruf. on Whne
Model GSD4420XBB

SOCCOUl&M

woe 'T 1.:4Pirks

Many Other
Models And
Sizes To
Choose
From!

OE Profile' BLACK ON BLACK
CLEAN SENSOR DISHWASHER

CASH
REBATE
Amain la CIE appierce purchillas
OM yew CIECAPcrellitecoasti. Mae
• SW03.1.11 .1* 31. 11116,

'559"

'749"

429"

Our Best Offer Ever! Now Through July 31, 1995!

Until 1997!*

HI-EFFICIENCY
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER

IMO watts 1 1 Cu 't oven cavity
•Convenience Cooking Controls
Beverage, Popcorn, Reheat
Snacks and Cook pads
•2-speed, high capacity
ONLY
exhaust fan and
cooktop light

SLIDE-IN RIBBON TOP RANGE

•230/208 volts 9 219 9 amps
•2 cooling.2 fan only speeds
•8 position thermostat
•E asy mount window
installation
ONLY

S' f• .•

• Sea
• • •
• S- • S•-•
S
• .e.;••••

ONLY

1749'

Mode 'FM330PRT

GE Profile 30 REFRIGERATOR
•298 Cu ft capacity Fits in virtually
the same space as a GE 27 Cu ft
refrigerator That's room for at least
1 more bags of groceries
• Largest freezer & door
ONLY
bins in the industry'
'N•tnetenns *ye sivovimp
i.e. b.. 141 ,ek•fpwerots

Special Price

MIMI I

$599

Woe' C T X 18GIS

1999'

Limited Time Offer...June 2nd Thru July 3rd 1995!
GE Laundry Care Bonus Pack

FREEI

Laundry
Pair of
the Month'

, —-

when yros
u ctzty,ear sppe
so*fdied GE
&WI
ii

Get a
37 anbieacfled cotton laundr, bag and coupons for
6 box* or til!. a Tile lie: bot 18 wash oacls1
S bolo' or Sconce '40 sheet countl
2 bottles
Ui'r a Doviiny '20 'oritls per butt e

Woalmits

Erna
>venni

Dryers

wow 1114•1•100S

*VOW.
AWL'S.

vac* A•salazi
‘..*03111• 3

•

EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY
2-SPEED HEAVY DUTY WASHER

'

003.111313.
401111,1 .
3

•levator ,e.•
•
• s•
1110414/•/1% ••

mr

•••10,01.
330110.3110eT

4ntoira

*Al cycles 04.41.no
$0,.•• Imo
•Se0 co,- 'nen

011
•
330/3.0'
3"

*Marne

satto

Largo orropoiaty 0-cyclo
Heavy dirty maim,

WOO 007005
WWI ON MITE
LARGE CAPACT DRYER
•Adurnet4 Orr cow,erre.
•S coc*s
ONLY
•40raer% beaactoons
•up-front ont Moo

• 3 water love, se4ecI.c,ns
••roaWronse temcierat,res
•Bear",0,spense•
•Sea chaa•ung fate

319%

Just

cePooleY 341Yele
heavy *sty dryer
•Automatic dry control
•3drying spinclocers
•14.41e Ow*
ko easy Iroodme
•NernrinpOtp Ito trona bra 1-",

$359

Just

$289

Murray Appliance & TV
"Your GE. Jenn Air & Hotpoint Dealei
212 E. Main St.

753-1586

Howard Coy, Owner
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Group amends complaint L

sAl
W.rige
ec

•Appeal...
FROM PAGE 1
Because of the contempt
charge. Doe cannot be released.
even though hitchhiking carries
only a 90-day sentence and he
has been in jail more than 201)
days, DeRenard said
"Several people have volunteered to put up the S100 Also, a
lot of people in the community
have stopped by the jail to donate
money to him. But it does no
good because of the contempt
charge," DeRenard said.
DeRenard said her appeal
should be heard in about 30 days.
If the appeal is denied, she plans
to ask thc Kentucky Court of
Appeals to review the case.
"I'm sure they would want to
hear it. I don't think the question
has ever been answered on
whether someone has to give
their name," she said.
Circuit Judge John T. Daughaday ruled earlier this month on a
motion filed by DeRenard that
the prisoner could be held until
he gave his name.
Daughaday ruled that the government needs a defendant's
name in order to determine bond,

the amount of bail. whether there
is a prior resord, and to deter•
mine indigency
DeRenard said the man's finserprinu are not on file with state
or federal law -enforcement agencies, and no one matching his
description is wanted by area
police.
Also, she said no one has come
forward with clues to his identity
"You here people say, somebody must know him, a father.
she said
mother ne
A seart.h of the man's belongings
found only two maps of the
United States and assorted religious materials, leading DeRenard to believe the man is
homeless.
She said he has not revealed
his identity to her. In fact, sometimes he wian't even see or talk
with her. When he does, "tie
speaks like he is a fairly intelligent man."
"I went there today to tell him
about the appeal, and he wouldn't
come out of his cell," she said
Monday. "It just depends on
what mood he's in. Sometimes he
will, sometimes he won't."

•Daughaday...
FROM PAGE 1
vidual and his company, which
has contracted with the county to
serve as the program manager,
construction manager and

•Jones...
FROM PAGE 1
redistricting.
Guilfoyle said Monday he
broached two more specialsession possibilities in that meeting: a tax cut in the form of a
higher standard deduction for
people making up to $50,000 and

architect for the jail project, has
been named.
Klint Kelley, financial officer,
has been completely eliminated
from the suit.

an appropriation to the budget
surplus, pushing it beyond the
$100 million Jones has promised
to leave his successor in
December.
"I certainly feel like, after the
meeting on Wednesday, we have
more to talk about," Guilfoyle
said.

Sy ANY WILSON
Star Writ*/
mplaint filed
The amended
against members of the Calkmay
Count) Fiscal Colin and the oil
committee includes the following
alkgations compiled by the Cal
loway County Association of
Concerned Citizens
*Jim Woodrum, president of
Architecture Plus, Inc , has acted
beyond the scope of his authonty
under the professional services
agreement with the fiscal coun
and has undertaken responsibilities and services which arc
required to be submitted for bid.
In addition, he has consistently
misrepresented himself, publicly
and in negotiations with the fiscal
court, as an architect and as one
having significant experience in
the design and construction of
oil facilities in Kentucky, when
in fact such misrepresentations
are patently false or misleading.
.Members of .the jail committee have conducted pnvate meetings and held official discussions
regarding such issues as a site
location, purchase of properties.
funding for jail construction and
other matters relating to the construction and location of the
proposed jail, which is a violation
of the Kentucky Open Meetings
Act.

.J.D. Williams, Steve Lax,
Clyde Hale, Bobby Stubblefield
and Dan Miller have failed to
furnish adequate meeting room
space and facilities to accommodate members of the public with
an interest in fiscal court meetings relative to the location,
funding, construction and design
for the proposed jail, which
denied the plantiffs the opportunity to be present to hear the
court's deliberation of these public issues.
'Defendants and their consultant have represented publicly
that construction of the proposed

oil may begin *about open bid
ding and before a means of Isind
ing is established. on or before
April I. 1995
•Arittitecture Plus. Inc has
reserved to itself or intends to
award significant phases of the
general contracting work kir the
proposed oil with a konstruitkin
firm without proper bidding
•The defendants hate ion.
tracied, without formal bidding.
with defendant Klint Kelley to
serve as agent to write and sell
revenue bonds which have not
been properly authorized and
approved (Kelley has been oili
cially dropped as a defendant in
this suit, according to Mark Med
lin, citizens' group attorney)
•Defendants approved and
made formal readings of funding
initiatives in private meetings
.Defendants appointed a Jail
committee with limited authority
and the committee exceeded its
authority by performing funvtions
and expending county funds not
within the scope of as respono
bilities, including. but not limited
to. negotiating contracts with jail
consultants and finding. negotiating and authorizing the purchase
of real estate.
The association seeks that
those named in the suit.
*Cease and desist with all
negotiations. agreements or other
in progress for the
activities
design, construction, funding and
relocation of the proposed jail
*Enter into immediate negotiations.with the City of Murray to
consummate a property ex:hange
agreement as originally proposed
by officials of the City of Murray
and present or former officials of
the Calloway County Fiscal
Court.
*Terminate the professional
services and consulting agreement between the fiscal court and
Architecture Plus, Inc., and Jim
Woodrum and obtain reimbursement of all expenses and proles-

Workers on Monday pumped
fuel into a barge pulled alongside
the Queen to lighten its load as
the Army Corps of Engineers
closed the locks and dam downstream to raise the river in an
attempt to float it free.
The dredge will be used to dig
a pathway between the riverboat
and the open channel. Water
levels rose slightly Monday, but
were expected to begin falling
again later today.
Gawkers along the bank peered
through binoculars, while fishermen took time off from their
sport to circle the floating
spectacle.
Larry Hancock was running
errands with his 3-year-old son
on Monday when he S3W the
stranded paddlewheeler from the
highway. His son was thrilled.
"He loves these boats," Hancock said. "This is the first one
he's ever seen like this."
The American Queen, which
needs 81/2 feet of water to float,

Two injured Monday in wreck
By J111 MAHANES
Stet Writer
A Murray man was involved in
an accident Monday that injured
a Pans man and his 7-year-old
daughter.
According to Kentucky State
Police reports, Don Nix, 63, of
Murray, was attempting to turn
south onto Highway 641 from
Toy 'York Road in Marshall
County when his vehicle struck a
car driven by Cherry Wyaus. 47,
of Paris.
The Nix vehicle struck Wyatts'
car in the left side and as she

C

turing?

Wominsen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans The liutial guaranteed rate'for amounts over 53,000

tried to steer back onto the road,
her vehicle overturned twice.
In the car with Wyatts were
her husband Stephen Way, 50,
and their daughter Adrienne Way,
7, who were both injured in the
accident.
The injured were taken by
ambulance to Marshall County
Hospital where they were treated
for minor injuries and released.
According to the state police,
the injuries would have been
more severe if Steven and
Adrienne Way had not been
wearing their seatbelts.

rasar loam/ 1.1
for one yen

Ask your Woodmen reprementativ•
about our Flexible and Single Premourn Deterred Annuity plans
Robert Duncan
Woodmen Building
3rd at Maple. Murray
7S3-6050

Woodmen
••
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of the World
Life leserance Society
Haw Oleor Omagh* 140borli•
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was resting in about 3 to 6 feet
Monday afternoon. But powerful
towboats that had tried to push
the American Queen free on Sunday churned the muck in places,
creating underwater "humps" of
mud.
The ship's master, Capt. John
Davitt, said the boat's size was
not a factor in the mishap. He
said its draft — the depth of
water needed to float — was the
American Queen's
Same as the
smaller sister riverboats, the
Delta Queen and the Mississippi
Queen.
Cheryl Tolbert of Mitchell,
Ind., was watching the commotion from the shore. She stopped
as part of a daytrip to southern
Indiana.
"I've always been fascinated
with the river," she said. "I've
always said it's been a dream to
go down the river like this. Well,
maybe not exactly like this." %.
The riverboat, christened June
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WALT DISNEY WORLD
9 NIGHTS
SELF DRIVE
$289.00 PER PERSON
LAS VEGAS
4 NIGHTS
AIR/HOTEL
$2115.90 PER PERSON
BAHAMAS
3 NIGHTS
AIR/HOTEL
$273.00 PER PERSON

FAR LANDS
TRAVEL
AGENCY,IN.
11.•Ibar,• Men

2 with a 21 -gallon bottle of
Tabasco pepper sauce, was scheduled to begin its first cruise with
paying customers on June 27 at a
cost of up to S9,400 each for the
17-day trip. The boat has room
for about 436 passengers.
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LOSE T`: 10 LBS.
IN 3 DAYS!
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Noon Buffet

(M-F, 11-1:30)
All You Can Eat - 52.95-A•01 . 52.65-s c.,,,.„.
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But Myrtle You
haven't bought
anything in 10
years

CLARIFICATION
In a story in Monday's newspaper, it was not reported that the
Murray Fire Department assisted
ambulance services in treating a
woman who was hit by a car on
Highway 641 Saturday.
Firefighter Brad Haugh also
assisted the ambulance crew as
the woman was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital where
she later died.

BEST SUMMER
BUYS

Is

6.25

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

1001 *brows (b
Manor k`r 42071
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III Steamboat...
FROM PAGE 1
was today," Young said.
More than 100 of the 285
invited guests, mostly travel
agent.; and writers, hitched an
unceremonious ride to shore
Monday atop an empty barge for
an early bus trip home.
But most passengers wanted to
stay another night on the stranded
ship, calling out, "We want more
beer!" to people on shore. A free
bar was opened as soon as the
boat got stuck early Sunday.
"It's been wonderful, a great
vacation and on board it's still a
great vacation," passenger Linda
McHenry of San Dimas, Calif.,
shouted from a third-story deck.
"It's just been fascinating for
us.''
"This is great," said Bob Carpenter, a Denver travel agent, as
he stepped off the barge. "Where
else would you like to be stuck?
We had good food, good entertainment. This is something to
talk about."
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"They're Really Going To Do It...
Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will he parked every
Wednesday front 4-6 pm
at

Boone's Laundry
North 12th Street
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D.K. Kelley and staff invite you to join them
Thursday, June 22 thru Friday, June 30.
1:30 to
We will serve a light lunch each day from 11:30 to
sary.
thank our customers and celebrate our 8th anniver
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WALTER L. APPERSON

Advice to would-be writers

GINA HANCOCK
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ALICE ROUSE
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Where there is no ttston. the people perish.
Pt'HUSHED HY MI 71ZRAI' NEWSPAPERS. INC.

FROM OUR READERS

Writer questions leaders
Dear Edda.%
There are simile things happening in this county that are baffling not
onls to mc. but to many citizens of the city of Murray and of Calloway
County I Kase Used in Callov.as County my enure short life of twentyone years Recently. I Kase been reading in the paper about the
Ilonesdy. I cannot understand
lonutocrucs surrounding the new jail
how OW public officials could be to blind The one question that lurks in
my mind is how exactly did these people really think they could just pass
the.e things by esersone'without anyone noticing?
1 am just four years out of high school and about to graduate from
college. and I seem to remember studs mg about our great democratic
six lets.how ii works. who it worts for, and how it is supposed to be an
example for the rest of the world 'we lis e in But, It seems to mc some of
our public off uls may not remember these lessons since it has probably
been many years strk:e high school or college for most of them. Maybe
*ha they need is a reminder from citizens of why they hold office and
kw whom they are supposed to he working while in office.
What is even more disturbing than their failure. I believe, to uphold
the. American &mot.clue. heliefs. IN that most of these people claim to be
religiously ins ols cd in this county I can remember being told in Sunday
si. hoot that if there were more Christians in public office, the United
States 'would he a much better place They should practice what they
preach
I guess the "sou should feel ashamed of yourself' strategy is probably
worthless at this point, but I hope maybe just 3few of the panics read this
and realize what a terrible example they arc fur my gencrauon. What I
malls *ant to know is how can local gosernment expect its citizens to
ohes the laws asclr How hypocritical is that'!!! Is it not sad that we
have to live in a place where one county official has broken the law and
been caught?
There is one last thing I would like to mention that has nothing to do
with the pu Why is it that our city police find it necessary to put
'warnings on LW'S for not Rasing city suckers in the hospital visitors'
parting lot! If they want to catch offenders they should ticket the cars
without suckers in the employee parking lot. A friend of Mille, while
s'slung her mother in the hospital. 'was ticketed 'wrongfully. She then
had to take time out of her busy schedule to see a judge about getting it
dismissed W hy should an innocent person have to go throdgh such
nonsense. especially during an illness of a loved one? I mean,can the
residents of the counts not visit friends and relatives in the hospital
without being :hes ked for city license in the parking areas? Obviously.
if a car was parked in the employee parking lot'without a sucker and was
giscn a warning, it would be justifiable However. I just cannot
understand warnings handed out in a s isitors parking lot. What a
wonderful city Murras 1,'".
April M. Cothran
Route 3. Box 745. Murray. Ky. 42071

Student thanks neighbor
Dear Editor
As a Murray State 1 ni cr sits graduate *oolong toward a master's
degree. I work and auend classes full-ume. My busy schedule leaves me
with little free time I have recently moved into a house which requires
lawn maintenance, and I have had many difficulties mowing my lawn.
The grass 'was tall when I moved in. and I took time out of my hectic
he.dulc to mow As! was mowing,my lawn mower broke. Therefore.I
had to hire a professional lawn ser.tce to mow my lawn.
My father came to visit on Father's Day and fixed my mower during
his slut After ms father left, I found I had a couple of hours to spare. I
on.c again decided to mow. As I *as mowing. my mower kept stopping
up with grass I *as having a difficult time keeping my mower running.
1 imIV• my neighbor on a riding lawn mower coming toward me from
ms back property line. I do not know this gentleman.
tic mouthed to me that be would help me. I looked at him
questioningly I was shocked and summed that a stranger would be so
kind I continued to mow. Less than 20 minutes later, my enure lawn
was mowed

The gentleman waved as he was leaving,and I had to flag him down in
ordca to get him to stop I 'walked over and thanked him. As he rode off, I
realized I didn t get his name.
I *ant to express my gratitude to my kind neighbor He has no idea
what those 20minutes of his time meant to me. He not only mowed my
Lawn, hut he gas e me free tune to do other things. He also resuxed my
faith in the old adage. "Be kind to your neighbor." This man deeply
touched mc voth his generosity on Father's Day
1 'would like to thank him personally. but I do not know his name
Howeves. I hope he reads this and recognizes himself
Bridget Millet
1629 Hamilton Avenue, Murray, Ky. 42071

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington. D C' 20S(l0
U.S. REP. ED WHITFIE1J3
Xr2-225-311S (Washington
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Rummell Senate Office Building, Washington D C 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Sodding. Washington D.C. 20310
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2341 (Washington)

a child, my lag
brother Roger cuikc led records.
those Junky old 784that were shiny
and black as a brand new pair of
patent leather shoes. A'hen my
parents weren't around, he listened
to his music sprawled on the couch
in the living room — feet propped
defun d y on the mahogany coffee
tabie. Brylcreem's head resting on
the brocade cushions of the sofa.
V. hen

I

When my mother and father were
home. Roger retreated to his lair on
the third floor. He had his own
bedroom and bathroom up there,
safe from the meddling of three
younger sisters and the bossiness of
the one older than he. We were
allowed to mount the winding staircase to his hideaway only with his
expressed permission; and even
with that, we were forbidden to
touch his belongings.
On rare taCCaSiorlS when he was
feeling particularly expansive, Roger might suffer a lesser sibling or
two on the top floor where he spent
hours listening to jazz. Because she
was older than he was, Roger
sometimes consented to my oldest
sister Audrey's company at his private jam sessions. The two of them
dragged on forbidden cigarettes and
blew the smoke out the upstairs
windows, while they tapped their
fee or snapped their fingers to the

Goodman concert at Carnegie Hall.
It dawns on mc that, if I could get
away with it, I wouldn't give any
formal instruction in this workshop
at all. I'd just kick things off by
playing the recording of "Sing,
Sing, Sing" because it illustrates
some bedrock concepts about creauvity:
adored big brother seemed to like it,
Start with a simple melody and
and my oldest sister too. One of tale it from there. Practice. Get
their favorite recordings — one they
together and play with others.
could listen to interminably — had
Listen. Be willing to let others take
been immortalized when they were the lead and be willing to take the
just children themselves. It was lead yourself; you'll know when it's
"Sing, Sing, Sing," as played by
your turn; we're not talking algebra
Benny Goodman and his orchestra
here. Improvise. Take risks. You
at Carnegie Hall on January 16, might discover that you are capable
1938.
of more than you ever imagined.
You'd think they were in church, Have fun. The best results are
achieved when you let your spirits
they listened to it so reverently.
And when Goodman hit his impos- soar.
The last thing bit of advice I'd
sibly high C above high C, they
would be to throw out the
offer
been
just
had
miracle
a
if
acted as
performed. Sometimes my sister books and the articles on writing
and just start reading. Good stuff.
got tears in her eyes.
The kind of writing that takes your
This all comes back to me now, breath away and makes you believe
years later, when I am supposed to that true creativity comes most
be preparing to teach a two week certainly from a divine source. And
creative writing workshop for then sit down and write, write,
teachers. I should be making lists of write, without worrying about dewriting topics, searching through tails like grammar and mechanics.
poetry books to find inspiring verse Once you find out that you can hit
to read to my students. Instead, I'm the high notes, it's not too tough to
go back and,do some fine tuning.
listening to a recording of the
immortal

vt as

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Thirs columnist
music. Sometimes at the end of an
especially impressive riff, one of
them would sigh heavily and emit a
whispered exclamation like "Wow,"
or "Did you hear that?"
Of course, my parents didn't like
the music. They thought it was too
wild. My mother described jazz
musicians as "Dope fiends." convinced that their half-closed eyes
and rapturous murmurings were a
sure sign of addiction. "Just a bunch
of hop heads," she huffed, whenever
a group performed on the Ed Sullivan Show. She declared this with
such certainty you'd have thought
she once saw Gene Krupa shoot
heroin in the aisles of the local
A & P.
At the time, I didn't pay much
attention to anyone's taste in music.
A serious piano student, I was more
interested in the classical composers
than anything being played at Birdland. The only reason jazz piqued
my curiousity at all was that my

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Independent, Ashland
The Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority has
delayed for a year a cutoff of state grants for prisoners to attend
college. The Kentucky General Assembly should use the reprieve
to find the means to allow inmates to take college courses without
using funds from a program designed to help poor students.
The KHEAA moved to cut off state grants two months ago after
Congress banned inmates from geuing federal Pell Grants for college. The education assistance authority was afraid that once the
federal money dried up this spring, prisoners would flock to apply
for state grants. Without the grants, corrections officials say all
higher education programs for inmates in Kentucky will shut down.
Our problem with awarding prisoners Pell Grants and KHEAA
grants is that every grant awarded an inmate is that much less
money available for qualified, law-abiding students. ...
Nevertheless, there is a value in giving prisoners with the ability
to do college work the opportunity to enroll in courses. The inmate
who receives a college education while behind bars is more likely
to become a productive citizen and less likely to return to prison
once released. It costs more than $25,000 to house an inmate in
prison for one year, spending a few thousand dollars on college
courses to help keep an inmate from returning to prison is a wise
investment in rehabilitation. ...
The Corrections Department plans to ask the 1996 General
Assembly for more money so it can offer its own college program

for prisoners. Legislators should be receptive to the idea.
However, Rep. Mike Bowling, D-Middlesboro, chairman of the
House Judiciary Committee, said there is a pressing need for more
beds in prisons and juvenile detention centers, and those needs are
likely to take precedence. ...
The Paducah Sun
Neither candidate for Kentucky governor wants to engage in
unilateral disarmament, as both similarly stated, which may be reason enough for each to attend to his own campaign's financial
affairs within the rules as they exist.
Lt. Gov. Paul Patton, the Democratic nominee, has challenged
Republican Larry Forgy not to engage in fund-raising efforts on
behalf of his party. Otherwise, said Mr. Patton, he will feel free to
do so. "I cannot unilaterally disarm."
A suspicious Mr. Forgy demurred, citing the Democrat's presumed receipt of heavy financial support from labor unions. He
observed that "unilateral disarmament is seldom wise."
Under the new campaign finance laws, a political party is allowed to donate only $500 to its gubernatorial slate, the same limit
imposed on any other group or individual, but, according to the
Registry of Election Finances in answer to a GOP inquiry, the party
may include the candidates for governor and lieutenant governor on
its mailouts so long as the nominees for the lesser offices are
included.

A question about sexism
I have a question about sexism
and male insensiuvity, one of the
great social issues of our time.
Perhaps those of the female persuasion can answer my question and
help save mc from embarrassing
lapses of insensitivity.
Here is my question:
Let us say a female has a figure
that, by conventional standards, is
pleasing to the eye. Let us also say
that she wears garments such as
tight shorts that serve to call alienuon to her physical attributes.
Is it sexist for a male pagan to
silently admire those parts of the
female person's body that the female
person apparcndy chooses to put on
public display'
I raise this question because I
might have inadvertently written
something that was insensitive,
which I'm prone to inadvertently do
whenever I inadvertently open my
mouth.
Last week I wrote about women
golfers and said that they have better
manners, play faster, and are not
nearly as obnoxious as male golfers.
This was after the sports section
of my newspaper printed a foolish
article advising women golfers not
to have temper tantrums on the
:ourse, when everybody knows
male golfers are much more in:hned toward hysterics.
Without boasting. I thought the
views I expressed in that column
were sensitive and enlightened and
could not offend anyone but loudmouthed male duffers.
But I have heard front several
females who found something in
that column offensive.
One of them. Michelle DeFako
of Burbank. 111 summed up their
complaints this way:

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated alarmist
"In my opinion you severely
damaged your credibility when you
included two very degrading and
sexist remarks."
"I. 'They believe that as lesser
creatures they must stand aside.'"
"2. 'Women can be more civilized golf companions, especially
those who look good in tight
shorts.'"
"How can you explain this?"
Well, as to point one, I thought it
was clear that I wasn't saying that
females are lesser creatures. But in
the context of that column, I meant
that many insensitive and insecure
male golfers try to make them feel
like lesser creatures.
So I believe that Ms. DeFako
misunderstood my well-intentioned
observation and I forgive her.
As to point two, I have to plead
confusion.

I would be dishonest if I said that
— everything else being equal — I
did not enjoy the company of a
woman who looked good in tight
shorts a bit more than one whose
girth might block out a setting sun.
It isn't that I would not enjoy the
company of the latter. But, all else
being equal, a perky or willowy
figure would do more to enhance
my enjoyment of the game.
I don't see why that should offend
anyone. It has always been my
impression that if a female person
with a fine figure wore tight shorts
in a public setting, it was because
she took pride in how her bottom
and legs looked in tight shorts, and
she did not object to restrained but
admiring glances so long as they
were not accompanied by leers,
whistling, panting, slobbering
sounds, pinching or other crude

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and retidaus are vacant sod eacourased to express their
*Motu on mu Tarim" pais by writ* Maas to the editor. We print
letters a a variety of topics. provided they comply with the following
*Meet: ail keen ref be *Ned by the writer, with the writer's
address sod telephooe umber Moluded in case verakatico is mecum (leksibone nimbus will not be published). Leon siest aot be
more Ibas SOO words. Letters should be typewritten sad dombh-spoxd
if paid*. We resem the right to condense or reject sty IsMet mid to
limit kapott writers.
Latma should be addressed to: Lesser to the Editor, Moray Ledger
& Timm P.O. Bel 1040, Manly. KY 42071.

displays.
And if this female person did not
appreciate restrained but admiring
glances, she could pin a sign to the
back of her tight shorts that said
something like: "Stop Staring,
Creep."
Or she could simply wear a more
demure garment, such as a skirt or
baggy slacks, which are always in
fashion.
Let me put my reasoning another
way:
For the sake of argument, we'll
imagine that through some strange
twist of evolution or culture, the
most attractive physical attribute a
male person could have was a
naturally bald head.
Well imagine that the sight of a
naturally bald male head, gleaming
in the sun, was sure to attract
admiring glances from female persons. And even inspire yearning,
longing, and thoughts that might be
considered wicked.
What could a male person do if he
knew that the sight of his bald head
was having this erotic effect on redblooded females?
If he welcomed such attention, he
would proudly display his scalp —
maybe shave off any gray fuzz and
smear on some goose grease to add
luster.
But if he was a modest, proper
sort, as many of us are, he'd wear a
hat, a cap or a beanie.
And, under the circumstances, if
a female columnist wrote that the
enjoyed the company of bald golfers, I doubt that any males —
fully-thatched or scantily-haired —
would object.
Especially if she looked good in
real tight shorts.
I guess I can't help myself.
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LifeHouse Care Center for Women will conduct a volunteer
counselor training session, June 26-30. Seminar participants will
learn active listening techniques, crisis intervention training, information about pregnancy alternatives and much more. Anyone may
attend, although pre-registration is required. For information about
volunteering at LifeHouse or to register for the training course, contact Lisa Armstrong at LifeHouse, 753-0700 or 1-800-467-7172.

Bible School on Saturday
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will have a oneday Bible School on Saturday, June 24, from 8:45 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Lunch will be provided. For more information about the school call
Jane Cothran. For transportation call 753-6060. The church is
located off Highway 94 West on Crossland Road, eight miles from
Murray. All interested persons are urged to attend.

Fringe 'Benefits

One by One Singles Ministry of First United Methodist Church
will meet Thursday, June 22, at 7 p.m. at Youth Center of the
church. This is an ecumenical outreach of First United Methodist
Church. All singles are invited. For more information contact Russ
Sisson at 753-3812.

Tuesday, June 20
New Providence Baptist Church

Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Church Bible School/6 p m
Orientation/Information session for
Calloway County Junior Miss
Program/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library Info/753-9286
or 753-2400
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Brown's Grocerey,
Highway 94 East/1-3 pm
Guilt

NARFE Chapter will meet Friday
Russ Wolff, director of Murray YMCA, will tell members of Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal
Employees about the availale programs for adults at YMCA at the
regular meeting on Friday, June 23, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Wolff will discuss and demonstrate various exercises, water
programs and other general programs YMCA offers to Murray and
Calloway County, according to Glen Sims, program chairman.

Compassionate Friends on Thursday
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, June 22, at 7:30 p.m.
in the board room at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a
group comprised of those who have lost an infant, child, or young
adult through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome
(SIDS), stillbirths, or miscarriages. For more information contact
Mike Rumble, Pastoral Care, at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett, chapter
leader, 498-8324.

Ladies' Fun Night Thursday
Ladies' Fun Night at Oaks Country Club will be Thursday, June
22, at 5:30 p.m. For reservations call one of the hostesses — Vicki
Oliver, 753-9384, Belinda Elliott, 753-0245, Nancy Rogers,
492-8362, or Debbie Ray, 753-2507.

A reception to honor the 80th birthday of Mrs. Sylvia Hutson of
Hazel will be Saturday, June 24, from 2 to 4 p.m. in Fellowship Hall
of Hazel Baptist Church. All relatives and friends are invited to
attend. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.

Cook-Vinson reunion planned
The sixth annual reunion for the Cook Family and Vinson School
from Between the Rivers will be Saturday, June 24, at Hazel Community Center. Families are asked to bring a covered dish and drinks
for the lunch to be served about 1 p.m. Persons are asked to please
make plans to allow for time to visit both before and after mealtime.
For more information call 753-5093.

Songfest planned Wednesday
The monthly Songfest by Church Women United of Murray and
Calloway County will be Wednesday, June 21, at 2:30 p.m. at Fern
Terrace Lodge. All members and interested persons are invited to
participate in this special event for the residents at the lodge.

MHS Class of 1945 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1945 will have its 50-year reunion
on Saturday, Aug. 12. Addresses of all class members have been
obtained except that of Sidney McKee, son of the late Rev. S.C.
McKee, former pastor of First Presbyterian Church. Any one knowing this address is asked to call Eddie Shroat, 753-3011.

Bible

Schoo1/7 p.m

Lovers

of

Murray/6

p.m./Calloway County Public Library
Free blood pressure checka/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p m./Chamber of Commerce
Info/Marlene, 753-2350, or Janice.
474-8774.
Support Group meeting/2 p m./Center
for Accessible Living, Murray. Info/Pat
Martindale, 753-7676.
Murray Art Guild business meeting/1
p.m.; guild open/1-3 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include W•igh to Win/5,30
p.m./Gleason Hall.
Murray TOPS Chapter/6 p.m /First
Presbyterian Church.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p.m./Hardin Library.
Murray Optimist Club/6.30
p.m/Christopher's Restaurant
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m /American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314
Breastfeeding Support Group/7-8
p.m./Child Care Center second floor.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Info/753-3381 or 762-1425.
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
p.m./Educational Unit of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital
Info/762-1100.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Officers' mreeting/7 p m Enrollment/8
m
Wednesday, June 21
New Providence Baptist Church
Bible School/7 pm
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Church Bible Schoo4/6 p m
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
Association changed to June 28
Murray Art Guild operU1-4 p m
Quilting Classes by Calloway County
Family Resource Center/10 a m
Info/753-3070
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Calloway County
Public Library/8 30-1130 am
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9 30
am and Story Hour/i030 am
Songfest by Church Women United/
230 pm/Fern Terrace Lodge
Oaks Country Club ladies' golf and
bridge/9.30 a.m luncheorynoon

Wednesday. June 21
Murray Country Club ladies.

golf9
am,bridge/9 30 am
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA) open
discussion/11 a m 'American Legion
Building. South Sixth and Maple
Streets Info/759-9882 or 435-4314
Hazel Center open 10 a m -2 pm for
senior citizens- activities
Weaks Center open 8 am -4 pm /for
senior citizens' activities Pinochle
Pais play/1 pm
Senior Golf League -8 30 am 'Miller
Memorial Golf Course
West Fork Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p m
West Murray Church of Christ
service/7130 p m
Mislaid* Baptist Church events
include regular service, Baptist Men
ano Baptist Young Wornerv7 p m
Murray Baptist Mission prayer
servicei7 p m
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p m
Now Life Christian Center service/7
pm
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5 15 p m . Soup
supper/6 p m, Bible Group/7 p m
First Christian Church Choir/7 30
pm
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Crafts amd Fellowship/9 a m
Mass/6 30 p m Teen life/7 p m
Church of Living God prayer

We are pleased to
announce that Tiffany
Lloyd, bride-elect of
Christopher Fuhrmann,
has selected her bed
d;ng and bath accesso
ries through our bridal
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recently viewed the Imperial Tombs of
The Adult Living and Home Economics Classes at Murray High School
in groups as well as made indiviclu•
worked
Students
Kroger
by
sponsored
C11108 exhibit at Memphis, Tenn.,
from the exhibit, the classes comreturning
Since
exhibit.
the
of
aspects
various
the
to
related
prOleCIS
In Chinese cooking hosted by
experience
an
enjoyed
posed personal dunk you notes to be sent to Kroger;
through a joint partnership in
Crass
Sally
of
guidance
the
under
was
trip
The
Inn.
HO's KItChen at Holiday
High, presented certifiMurray
at
senior
education with Kroger and Murray Board Of Education. Dawn Toth,
from left, front row.
Pictured,
Kroger
at
manager
Asbridge,
Edd
and
cates of appreciation to Ho's Kitchen
Whitney Dix, Rebecca Marsala. Kimguide,
tour
Sanchez,
Ayana
Crass,
Sally
chaperone,
Waggoner,
Francis
second row, Mitzi Parrish, Amelia
berly McNeely, Bonnie Payne, Donnie Thomas, Brandy Nyert, Devon Tubbs,
Foster, Diana Foster. JereDarlene
Dedman,
Janet
Milliken,
Tyrethia
Cryer,
Angels
Burnett, Victoria Kendall,
Marc Baker. Jon Marcum
Bennett,
mle Oliver, third row, Shirley Parrish, chaperone, Poppy Hogsed, Grant

ACOA meeting on Thursday
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiies
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, June 22, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For
more information call Carolyn at 759-1884 or Nancy at 753-7405.
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LifeHouse training planned

One By One Singles will meet

•
if the
more
Is are

Pedicure $16.01:1

Kirksey Ball Club annual picnic will be Saturday, June 24, at 530
p.m. at the ball park, located cast of Kirksey United Methodist
Church. Persons are asked to sign up at the concession stand to bring
beans, slaw, potato salad, 2 liter drinks, or chips. Barbecue, buns.
icc, plates, cups and forks will be provided by the park at a cost of
S3 per adult. All kids will eat free. Each family should also bring a
dessert. A softball game will follow the picnic, so persons should
bring ball gloves.

registry.
Tif2ny and Ch'istopher
be rn3rried ,kly 3.

JCPenney
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Sale
Hello Summer
at
The Garden Path

20%

Off Entire Store
Wolf' 21 Wily I

.4

p/(1( e tip quip for the
new. the 0141 anti the
itcutdmrille?

The Village N. 12th (641

service/7 pm
First Christian Church events include
Chancel Choir ,7 30 p m
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6 30
pm
Elm Grove Baptist Church worshipi7
pm

N)

Writ 1 rt 10 5, Sat II)
ESTIvfl Wallis Owlirt

SPRING AIR
BEDDING SALE!

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Mission Friends. RAs. GAs.
Prayer meeting/7 p m, Choir/8 p m
First Presbyterian Church events
include Junior High Retreat'noon to go
to Bowling Green
First United Methodist Church

events include Covenant Prayer and
Wacky Wednesday, Grades 1-fiboth
Stall-Parish/5 30 p m
at 10 a m
Bible Study/6-30 pm
First Baptist Church events include

Twin

SPRING

AIR

Library operi6 15 p m. Youth Prime
Time.6 30 p m with fellowship afterward with Mr and Mrs David Travis.
Children's Super Summer Studies,
prayer meeting/6 45 p m. Sanctuary
Choir and Ordination Council/7 45
pm
Grace Baptist Church events inctude
Awana Club, Youth Bible Study, College Career Bible Study and Adult
Bible Study/7 p m
Glendale Road Church of Christ

49
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events include Bible Classes/7 p m
University Church of Christ events

Q.

include Lades Bible Class.9 30 a m
Bible Classes/7 p m
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
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SAVE ON
We are proud that
'Complete Makeover & Hair Styling By
Professional Makeup Artist & Stylist
'Wardrobe & Accessory Change
'Glamour Photo Session By A
Professional Photographer
'Complimentary 10x13 Color Portrait

Next to Wal-Mart

759-1100

•

Mary Beth Barnes 81(
Bill Maddox
have chosen fine china by Lenox
from our bridal registry.
111 South 4tli St • Murray, Ky • 7S9-2100
Open Meeday - Saturday 10:00 - 5:00
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sr
sr
sr

Every
Every
Every
Every

Style
Size
Firmness
Back Supporter'

VISA-MC-DISCOVER-LAYAWAY

PURDOM
Furniture and Mattress

.'02 South 511,

Murray

753-4872
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„June is Dairy Month—time to say a special thanks to
an industry that's such a vital part of America.

From farm to your refrigerator, dedicated dairy
professionals carry on a tradition of building strong
bodies and healthy minds
They dt.,:erve our support this month and every
month
Thank you very much, keep up the good work!

Jackson Purchase
kgriculture Credit Association
this

..41

from (

am

751-5h0?.

Local dairy farms keep pace
By SCOTT
Stan Writer

by hand. You either
advance with it (dairy farming) or
get out of it.
Stubblefield, who milks 70
cattle each day. distributes milk
to Mid-America Dairyman and
Paducah Milk Marketing, which
sell milk to company's such as
Dean Foods and Turner Dairy.
In what is a fairly profitable
is milked

NANNEY

Aside from National Dairy
Month each June, dairy farmers
from around Calloway County go
largely unnoticed for the other 11
months of the year.
But, as with most any profession, dairy farming is much more
than a one-month a year job.
According to Calloway County
Extension Agent Ted Howard,
approximately 16 - dairy farmers
from around the county provide
milk every other week for disuiboors Mid-America Dairyman
Inc. of Louisville and Associated
Milk Producers Inc. of San Antonio, Tex.
With 3 long history of dairy

industry. Stubblefield said
demand for milk products has
increased over the last three
years.
"Consumtion

of cheese

has

increased the last three years
because of pizza," he said. "Frito
Lay is also in the experimental
stage in developing a cheese
dip."
An industry dependent solely
on cattle, Stubblefield said there
are three keys to being successful

farming, some Calloway County
farmers have experienced many
changes in the industry
Billy Joe Stubblefield, whose
father started dairy farming in
1928, said he has seen many
changes since taking over the
family business in 1950. Among
the changes he has witnessed
include the way farmers milk
their Cattle and the advancement

as a dairy farmer.
"You have to have good breeding techniques, a good feeding
system and good management,"
he said. "There's worlds of cows
who are not milking to potential
because of management and
feed."
Jerry Starks, whose family has
been in the dairy farming indus-

in breeding techniques.
"Everything has changed,"
Stubblefield said. "We milked by
hand when I first started in the
business. Now, nothing in the
commerical side of dairy farming

try for 44 years, returned to the
business five years ago after
being away from it for eight
years.

Starks's wife. Melissa. said the
family also shows cattle in addition to producing milk to
distlibutors.
"We show milk cows and beaten," she said. "We go to other
states like Tennessee and to the
Kentucky State Fair where our
cattle is registered."
Starks said technology has
been a big change in the industry.
"All of our records are on
computer," she said. 'The milking operation is a lot more automated. Everything is done by
machine."
Murray State dairy farm manager Barry Simmons, who has
been in the business for 30 years,
milks 73 cattle.
Simmons, who also teaches a
dairy science course at the University. said the biggest change
he has seen in the industry is
donsumer demand.
"Probably the biggest change
is consumer demand for low-fat,
high-protein milk," he said.
"There is not a demand for butter
fat anymore."
With 88 cows and 80 calves
and heifers. Simmons said the
key to good dairy farming is the
management of the business.

This Jersey cow is among about 140 cowl
Jerseys are milked there daily. In I

73

"Management is essentially the
key to efficient and top milk producing cows, he said.

CO.
BETTER BUILT GARAGE
Owner, DWAlt4 WARREN

MELBER. KY • (502) 674-5530

Completely Erected Including Concrete Floors
Not PTO Fab Carpen.rr Built All Ouality Materials
I Sell supporting 2.6
trusted ratters 2 ft
0C
J • . plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
Overhang covered
MI Overhead steel
door
N Steel SPIWIC43 door
0 2t4 fascia
/
aluminum covered
3
P 2.10 headers
O 4.4 raised curb

CHECK THESE

FEATURES
A 4 concrei• Scar
ronforced with
wire nwsh
• 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
o Anew bolts
en concrete
IL Treated
bottom plates
If 81 studs lb OC
G 7 . Mande&
undiorsod.ng
PI Mason.* wood or rinyl soling

41115111:4

GI Peoples First

We olNer you. FREE Estimates. References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty
Deluxe Models

Vinyl Siding
CAR (12120)
2 CAR (181.20)
LARGE 2 CAR (2202(
2' r CAR (241.24)
LARGE 2': CAR )24130,

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

S3.525
$4 325
54 625
54.825
55,425

CAR (122.20)
1
2 CAR (18.20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22.22)
2' ; CAR (24.124)
LARGE 2' . CAR (24.301

54.025
54,725
S5.125
$5.225
S5,925

Penny French's class at Calloway Preschool recently visited

Stahler's Dairy Farm.

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

afailknaty 0111,10'

Just Think What You
Could Buy With All The
Money You Save!
Stihl 029. $50
'Nuff Said.

stkvE
$50
Now Only

95
$329 MSRP"
With 16- Bar

Off.

Dairy shows
offer $19,500
in premiums
to youngsters
Six District 4-H and

FFA

Shows will offer $19.500 in Prc miums and awards to Kentuck ,
4-H and FFA youths this summer

Farm;
Eloss ,
STML

The show will be in Callowie
County July 6 at the fairgroun;;r
beginning at 10 a.m.
The annual series of shows,sponsored by the Kentucky Department
Agriculture's Division of Showi
and Fairs, will begin June 22 in
Lincoln County. The shows at:
designed to stimulate interest r

of

dairying among Kentucky's

Ryan Milk, a division of Dean Foods, salutes
our dairy farmers. Thank you for a lifetime
of commitment to our American Dairy Industry.

Ryan Milt
GENERAL

DAIRY SERVICE

100 East Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-3012 • E.O.E.

youn,

producers.
'The district dairy show prograr
offers top premiums to reward oc
young producers for their ability
feed, handle and manage their dair
cattle properly,' said Agriculture
Commissioner Ed Logsdon.

•Great

The 029 Stihl Farm Boss*

Saw For Chores Around The Home, Farm or Ranch
'Smooth Running 3 3 Cu. In. Engine
•12.8 Lb Powernead
-Anti-Vibration System For Comfort
•Side-Access Chain Tensioning
-Lifetime Electronic Ignition Warranty

517111-.

Murray Home I Auto
Chestnut St.

TutiValat.

753-2571

Eleven classes comprise each
show, in addition to showmanship
classes. The showmanship classes

at each show we divided into twe
divisions — junior and senior — ir
both 4-H and FFA.
Dale Turner and Terry

Trow
bridge will judge this year's corn
peuuon.
For more information on OK
ShOWI. phone Mike Wilkerson, Division of Shows and Fairs, Kentucky Depwtment of Agriculture, at
(502) 564-4983, or contact local
4-H leaders or vocational tr.adult
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A buyer's guide to
ensuring freshest,
best-tasting milk

BERNARD KANE/Ledee• & Times photo
University's dairy farm. About
State
Murray
COW IS among about 140 cows that are housed at
16 dairy operations.
about
are
there
County,
Calloway
In
daily.
there
milked
are

Dairy shows
open in state
cattle.
Standford will host the first
show followed by Shelbyville on
June 23. Other shows will include
Germantown June 28, Columbia
June 29, Bowling Green July 5
and Murray July 6.
The event will showcase seven
heifer classes and five to six cow
classes. The show is open to
youth ages 9-21. Howard said the
state provides $19,500 to the six
district dairy shows.
"These shows promote the
breeding of good cattle," Howard
said. "You can see what class or
breed is the best. It's educational
because it shows people what
we're looking for in these
animals."
Another dairy show, the Holstein District Show, will also
appear in Murray on July 5 at the
Murray -Calloway County
Fairgrounds.

Local shows
in early July

Stahler's Dairy Farm.
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By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
The month of June has been
designated as National Dairy
Month.
For Calloway Countians, it is a
time to pay tribute to the area's
dairy farmers.
Calloway County extension
agent Ted Howard said Dairy
Month consists of six dairy
shows throughout the state of
Kentucky which start on June 22
and run through July 6.
The series of shows, sponsored
by the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, give Kentucky 4-H
and Future Farmers of America
members a chance to show their

Follow these tips to make sure
you have the freshest, best-tasting
milk possible:
•Check "sell-by" dates on milk. lf
stored properly, milk will usually
stay fresh for seven days past the
-sell-by" date.
•Pick up milk just before checking out of the supermarket so it stays
as cold as possible.
•Take milk home after purchasing and refrigerate it immediately.
-When selecting milk, examine
the container for leaks and other
damage. Only purchase milk products that are in perfect condition.
•Do not leave milk in the trunk
while you do other errands —
especially on a hot day!
-Fresh milk should be refrigerated in the coldest part of the
refrigerator.
-Refrigerate milk in its original
container and keep it tightly scaled
to prevent it from absorbing other
flavors.
-Don't let milk remain at room
temperature any longer than necessary. Pour out only what milk is

needed and return the rest to the
refngerator.
•Don't pour milk which has been
standing at room temperature brk
into the container. Store it separately in a covered container.
•Don't let family members dnnk
directly from the jug or carton.
•Frecang affects the quality of
milk and isn't recommended.
•Serve milk cold.
•ReIngerate reconstituted milk in
a covered container. Store unused
dry milk in a tightly sealed container
in a cool, dry place.
•Store canned milk in a cool, dry
place. Once canned milk is opened.
pour into a clean container, cover
and refrigerate.
When heating milk on the stove.
'
use low heat and stir occasionally to
prevent curdling and scorching.
•To help prevent curdling before
adding milk to hot soups or sauces,
heat the milk or stir some of the hot
liquid into the milk to gently warm it
before adding to the soup or sauce.
undiluted.
-Cream y-tex tured.
canned evaporated skim milk works
well in soups, sauces, and coffee
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Dairy Month
is the time to say
"Thank You"
We thank you fur
helping to better our
community life, bu.iness & economy
‘Ve hope you'll let
us help you better
your future through
our full-banking service

Z_Ves h'illtk ofJiazel

pT5

192-8136

Hazel, Ky.

The Sign Of Quality.
• State-of-the-art service stations
• High quality gasoline for clean
engines and improved
performance.
• Snacks, beverages and other
essential items in our
convenient BP Shop.
• Unconditional fuel system
guarantee.

Tobacco
Crop Hail
Insurance
• guaranteed cash _Pow
• exceilent cIaint service
• investment !protection

O,american
roacrisurance int

botcher oil co. inc.

b

Call Dan McNutt • 753-4451

McNutt
Purdom, Thuman,
Mtstray

EQ9'

p 0 too. 719
erarce• arttcry 42071
(W) 753021 2

107 Maple • Downtown

The New Case IH 8400 Series Round Balers

BALING THAT'S FAST,
VERSATILE AND
TROUBLE-FREE

MID
N'"•••••"

Thank you dairy farmers for providing us
with a bountiful harvest of healthy milk and
milk products. We salute you during June
Dairy Month for your hard work anddedication.
Your efforts prove that the best always rise
to the top

\my

We Help You
Keep It Together
v•-•-•

Niro-0 _

Ofr)

They're the men
and women of our
dairy industry who
handle with care a
most important
source of our food
supply. They've
enriched the quality of our lives and
our economy. and
we're proud to
honor them for the
fine jobs they do!
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W.Cory Minced Every Size Ni*. Bolt Fastener,
Glue Or Whatever it Takes To Ost The Job Dons.
Ws Also Carry Threeded Rods in litanderd
Thread, Fine Thread AI Stainless Steel.
We Carry Stainless Sleet Nuts, Botts S Screws
Largest Invenfory in Our Areal

rilaytit

41) SUPPLY COMPANY
208 E. Main

r;

753-3361

See our complete line
of animal health care products at
your total farm store...

SOUTHERN STATES

Balers troth Case UK There's •
model designed to IN your needs
no matter tie reze of your Open
alion or Me material you're baling. They each *slurs cared
feed Inas an open-host chamber,
and wagresstas bolo starling action
So every bale starts right and builds right io stay light and fresh until you
need it And an Ruda'alert tells you when each bale is done and ready for
Wr'PON

6420 Round Saler turns out 30 a 54-Inch bales for smaller needs
1430 Round Beier builds *pa firm bates up to 4 a 4 lest regardese
of Ow crop
6414 11 6466 Round Balers ere high prock.scalon models. buS lo pro
duce big bides 465 and 61.5 Inches wide respectively, arid up to Si.feet
in diameter

slop Wi — they 're here now

E

McKitel Equipment Co., Inc

503 Walnut Street. 'Autrey • 1539 N tihSI , Paducah
(502) 753-3062

Inc.

e ewe awe.
.itew— misw -new

imassonsir.ir -..olimixwearnaliasmemornamamar

Want io put more fight, weather
reetelant bates behind ycur Dater
by dere and? Then cried' out
the four new 6400 Series Round

—11t36,1/11 1r-

(502) 444-0110
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BROOKLYN. MICR (AP) — Michael Waltrip, vote
-.lees a Pair of outlaw!' at Lake Spec etc :^e U er
S'enuine Draft 400. was hit with a E10 000 Init by
'•ASCAR Waltrip was upset at Soe•Os or.v,ng tactics
S*.inday $ race at OAK:riven International Speedway

t

SA1373'1 ITS

VANCOUVER, British Coisambia (AP) —
Irian Winters, an assistant with tn• Atlanta
Hawks, waS hired as Ste first coact' of Me
expansion Vancouver Gnzzlies Winters. 43,
was an assistant tor nine yews under Lenny
Wilkens, winningest coach in NBA history.

Rhodes eyes options
I fAINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kee
iii,i.. basketball coach Rick Nino said
1,4*Ard Rodrick Rhodes is uncerum
1 his future plans if he is not
dr.t....-J Ps an NBA team next week.
Primo had told WLEX-TV earlier
st,.nday that Rhodes will transfer from
heritu,ky if he is not selected m the
draft
Pion() suggested in a newspaper
1filer'
sew
,
Sunday that the 6-foot-7
ithodes might be red-shined to give
r,in time to work on his ouuide shooting But in an tnicr•tew on campus
h the television station Monday.
Plunks said a transfer would be more
13.01
The ,oach then talked to Rhodes
atter his sutement to the station and
.h..inged his earlier comment_
another Lexington station, WKYTT %. said Rhodes told Kentucky assisur.i 11.3.h Winston Bcnneu that hehad

Rhodes • 6'
torwarci from
.4y cot NJ
stafill
"
29 "
91 .1
as
• soonornohl
and av•r•g•d
.
11 6 pants per
game Lail A••
son Rhod•s
sauggled won hos '
shooting and
alvetikesd 9414 13
(
PPg

not made up his mind about his tuturc.
Rhodes has on: year of eligibility
left but said he is as ailable tor the
NBA draft June 28.
Rhodes has an unlisted phone numPier and could not be reached for immethaw comment. As of Monday. he had
not asked the university for a release,
Piuno said the scouts think Rhodes

. ;s
. , s .,j,„

,

had the tools to play pro ball now, but
had to develop more consistent accuracy and beuer decision-making on his
outside shooting.

Z. il,

....

,„,

UK's Pitino says Rhodes likely to transfer

Celtics go
with Carr
to replace
fired Ford

I

Rhodes averaged 13 points per game
last season after scoring nearly 15
points per contest in 1993-94. The
Jersey City, NJ.. native is the all-time
kading scorer at highly regarded St.
Anthony High School and was a conscnsus top five player nationally entermg college.
He chose Kentucky over Scion Hall,
Ohio State, Indiana. Arizona, Syracuse
and Maryland.

By HOWARD ULNIAN
AP Sports Writer
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The Wildcats fell one game short of
_
,, .......
last year's Final Four, losing to North i.
..........--.--.......
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Nomo makes St. Louis latest victim
Los Angeles,rising star
throws 3-hitter vs. Cards
By R.B. FALLSTROIA
Ai' Sports VVr[ter
ST LOUIS 4AP) — The Si Louis Cardinals arc
only the latest team to discover that Hideo Nomo is a
lot more than hype and an exaggerated windup.
Nom° won his fourth straight start and Delino
DrShielils had three has and an RBI in the Los
Ani,eles Dodgers' 5-2 victory over the St. Louis Carclouts gonday night.
-That's a mighty good pitcher that was out there

tonight." Cardinals manager Mike Jorgensen said. "I
played for the Mos when Fernando (Valenzuela)
broke in and I remember all the hoopla for him. This
guy is everything he's cracked up to be."
Nomo (4-1) wasn't as overpowering as in his previous sun, when he struck out 16 in eight innings in a
victory over Pittsburgh June 14. But he gave up just
three hits and allowed only one runner to reach second base before faltering in the ninth. Chris Sabo's
two-run double in the ninth chased Nomo, and Todd
Worrell finished up for his 10th save.
"I think he's improving every time," Dodgers
catcher Mike Piazza said. "There's no secret formula.. He's Just getting ahead of the guys, throwing
strikes and then putting them away with either his

split-finger or his good curveball."
Nomo struck out eight and walked three, lowering
his ERA to 2.62.
"That was a very comfortable ballgame because
my team scored a lot of runs," Nomo said through an
interpreter.
He said he wasn't disappointed about missing out
on a complete-game shutout,
"My task and my goal is not to throw complete
games," Nomo said. "My goal is to get them out."
Delino DeShields had three hits and an RBI for the
Dodgers. DeShields led off the game with a double
and scored, singled in the third and had a run-scoring
single in the fifth, extending his hitting streak to eight
games.

Sensational
Smoltz adds
name to list

9

K.C.s Appier returning
to dominant 1993 form
Royals' ace first
10-game winner

Braves' pitching staff
rounding into top form
By JOE KAY
AP Sports Writer
r NCINN AT! 4 A P -- The Atlanta
pit.hing staff is starting to meet its
‘.10 expectations
,tin Smolt/ turned in the latest sensationAI 'Lin Monday. holding the Cincinnati Reds
fi.e hits in a 10-0 victory that extended
;.hc Braves winning streak to six games.
A,ta improved to nine-games over .500
lor the first time this season and
2.
like it's finally hitting stride behind its
rnarvelous starting five
e went through kind of a tough spell
as J pihingstaff." Smolt/ said. "Right
no.& we're di.uting the tone, going out and
;it tig thc ws) this staff is capable of and
sn,..rt to be.''
I he k out the numbers Atlanta pitchers
has: allowed only five runs in their last 50
innings. lead the NL with eight complete
games and appear to be Just getting started
The six -game surge has included shutouts by
Greg Maddui and Tom Glav me and a pair of
.oinpletc games from Smoltz
Smolt/ 16-3) started the winning streak by
beating Montreal with a complete game last
Wednesday He allowed only one hit over
the final five innings. and kept the streak
going by retiring the first 12 Reds in order
Monday night
Ile was so dominating that only one of the
first 12 hatters got the ball out of the infield.
The first hit was a broken-bat singk up the
middle by Reggie Sanders in the fifth, and
even that should have been caught.

ANAHEIM, Calif.(AP) — All it took were
a couple of subtle adjustments to turn Kevin
Appier into the pitcher he was in 1993.
The Kansas City Royals right-hander
became the major leagues' first 10-game winner Monday night, using home runs by Wally
Joyner and Jeff Grotewald to beat the California Angels 8-5.
Appier, who led the American League two
yars ago with a 2.56 ERA and recorded a
career-high 18 victories, has rebounded from
a dreadful 1994 in which he won only seven
of 23 starts. But this year, he is making a
strong pitch for a Cy Young award.
"The big reasons for it were the changes I
made in my windup and different things I did
with my pitches in the offseason," he said.
"I'm just doing it with little different angles

By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer

Assoc roe P•riss F -• P"toto
Attanta's John SMILE, who beat Cincinnati 10-0 on Monday, is rounding
into form aiong with the rest of the Braves' star-studded pitching staff,
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tory, allowing three runs and nine hits in
seven-plus innings while fanning eight.
"I was able to mix my fastball pretty good
and had good location on it," he said. "All
my pitches were working pretty well and I
had good command."
Jeff Montgomery got the final two outs for
the Royals. The first one came when Chili
Davis, who is batting .359, pulled his left
hamstring beating the relay to first on a
potential game-ending double play.
"The good news is he didn't feel anything
pop. The bad news is that there's already
some swelling," Angels manager Marcel
Lachemann said. "Maybe we'll have something more definite in 48 hours."
Shawn Boskie (5-1), traded by two teams
last season and released by a third, held the
Royals hitless for five innings in his bid to
become the first Angels pitcher to start a season 6-0. But it all unravelled in Kansas City's
four-run sixth, capped by Joyner's two-run
homer.
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better." said Stevens, the Penguins left winger. "There also aren't too many better than
him when he's hun.... He was the best player
in the game before and he can be the best
again.
Lemieux's return to the sport he dominated
as a four-time NHL scoring champion will be
made official today in a news conference that
may detail how many games he plans to play
in 1995-96.
Lemieux, who will be 30 in October, sat
out the 1994-95 season to rest up following
five years of persistent back problems, a bout
with Hodgkin's disease and anemia.
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Minor Dents and Door Dings removed from your vehicle with
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PITTSBURGH (AP) — The Detroit Red
Wings and New Jersey Devils haven't settled
this Stanley Cup series yet, and Kevin Steyens is already proclaiming a new favorite for
the 1996 Cup: The Pittsburgh Penguins.
Now that Mario Lemieux apparently has
decithx1 to return from a one-year healthrelated sabbatical. Stevens said there's no reason why the two-ume champion Penguins
can't be dominant again.
"When Mario is healthy. there's nobody
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Penguins' Lemieux sets comeback

II See Page 9
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WALTHAM, Mass. (AP) — M.L. Carr
needed 33 days and talks with a half-dozen
potential candidates to find a coach for the
Boston Celtics. After all that, he chose
someone who has never coached before.
Himself.
Carr hinted Monday he may just be a caretaker for a rebuilding team that has fallen a
long way from the years when it was piling
up the most titles in NBA history, 16.
"If there is someone that we deem bettersuited at any point during my tenure, we
won't hesitate to move," said Cliff, who will
remain as director of basketball operations, a
job he has held only one season. He received
a one-year extension to the three years left
on his existing contract.
Besides a lot more talent, the Celtics need
an infusion of excitement, good feeling and
motivation. Carr was known for waving a
white towel to whip up the fans in his six
years as a Celtics player, and for annoying
opponents with tenacious defense.
He admitted after being appointed Monday
that he never had coaching ambitions. In
fact, his only coaching experience has been
in "pickup games and junk like that," he
said.
He retired as a player in 1985 and became
a scout for the team. In 1991, he took over
as director of community relations, a job the
enthusiastic, smiling Carr seemed particularly suited for.
No one — not even Carr himself —
knows how well he's suited to coach a team
that chafed under the leadership of Chris
Ford, who was fired after five years as coach
following Boston's 35-47 record and firstround playoff elimination by Orlando.
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Murray's Lane wins Kentucky State Open
OWENSBORO - Dennis L.UbC of Murray captured two doubles
odes last weekend at the Kentiack) State Open Lane was boob the
35- and 40-and-over rnen's division doubles talcs
Lane, playing with Perry Stocker, defeated Lonnie Mudd and
Dave Compton of Louisville. 4-6. 6-4, 7-6 in the 15-and-over division. He teamed with Larry Heflin of Paducah in the 40-and-over
and the duo beat Gary Kolb of Mt. Vernon. Iii.. and Charles Wilhams of Evansville. lad.. 6-4, 6-4 in the finals Kolb-Williams were
the No. I rated team in Indiana last year

FROM PAGE S
-I don't know bow I missed
Smolu said "When the bat
cracked I kind of took a glance at
it and then ultimately the ball
was up the middle
"I was counung back
I
didn't know how many in a row
I'd gotten in Montreal It was

SATURDAY:
.peoples Bank 5, Boone's Laundry 3 (Peoples Bank) David Moore 18.
Seth Bryant 1B (Boone s) Man Kelleher 18 Brian Asher 18 Rodney Emer
son 18. Joshua Owen. 1B
.FOP 7, ProWash $ (FOP) Jason Haley 1B Jamie Fairbanks
(ProWash) Evan Duvall 28 Clay Lamb 28 Wiiiiarn Vince 18
• Stokes & Assoc. 8, Kroger 4 (Stokes) Tony Ryan 2B, Adam Glisson 1B
(Kroger) Patrick Greer 2 1B Josh Sykes 1B Derrick Shatter 18
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THURSDAY:
• Break Time Billiards 13, Paglial's 6(BIB) Chris Swill 1B.
Matthew Morns 113. 28. Brandon Thurmond 3-18, Tyler Boggess 113, Randall Argo
HR, 1B,
David Free 2-18, Trent Travis 18, John Mark Wells 3-18 (Pagilia's) Dylan
Volp 1B, Austin Swain 28. Brian Fox 2-1B. Yannick Jones 2-18, John Lee
Fisher 28, Drew Jonas 18, 28
SATURDAY:
• Underhill Motors 11, Paglial's 8 (Underhill) Tyler Harper
1B, Edward
Baust 18, 28, Clay Carmen 1B, Tyler Murdock 1B. Phillip Montgomery 28,
Josh Burks 28 (Pagliars) Dylan Volp HR, 28, John Lee Fisher 1B
• Break Time Billiards 12, Paglial's 6 (BTB) Chris
Swift 1B. Matt Morris
2-18, Brandon Thurmond 3-18. Randall Argo HR, David Free 18, John Mark
Wells 2-113 (Pagliars) Dylan Volp 18, 2B, Austin Swam 28, Brian Fox 18,
Yannick Jones 1B, John Lee Fisher 28, Drew Jonas 2B, 18
MONDAY:
• Owen Food Market 13, Underhill Motors 1 (Owen) Mario Lawrence 3B,
28. Bobby Ives HR, Jesse Keyes 3B. Jesse Turner 38, Chris Owen 28.
Lucas Mathis 2B. Grant Kelso 18 (Underhill) Justin Baurer 2B. Clay Carmann 18 Owen Food Market: Kentucky League champions, record II 0 I.

PARK LEAGUE II
6/17:
• UCB 9, Ryan Milk 8(UCB) Taylor Thieke 3B, 2 28, Preston Fairchild 38,
2B, 18, Nick Wolff 28, 2 18, C J Ray 3B, 18, Brett Welter 38, 1E3, Casey
Darnell 2 18, Houston Nutt 1B, Austin Cohoon 1B, Max Bishop 1B (Ryan
Milk) Drew Smith 2 3B, 28, Cody Gibbs 3 1B, Kelly Taylor 3 18, Logan
Schwettman 2 18, Tyler Gelb 2 18, Ryan Berberrh 1B, Trent Cossey 18
6/15:
• West Kentucky Vision Center 10, UCB 9 (WKVC) Lucas Stone 38, 2
1B, Shane Scarbrough 2B, 2 1B, Matt Schwartz 3 1B, Mason Thomas 38, 1B,
Andrew Taylor 2B, 18, Brad Warner 2 1B, Tommy Fricly 28, David Robertson
1B, Zac Larson 1E3 (UCB) Taylor Thieke HR, 18, C J Ray 38, 28, Adam
Moore 38, 18, Brett Walter 3B, 18, Houston Nutt 2 28, 18, Casey Darnell 2
2B, Nick Wolff 2 1B, Michael Moore 3B, Max Bishop 1B

•

-r

21 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE
All Merchandise Storewide

PRO BASKETBALL

Heat want Riley as head coach
MIAMI (AP) - The Miami Heat want Pat Riley as their
coach, even if it means waiting a year to get him.
Riley, who resigned Thursday as coach of the Knicks, has
yet to indicate whether he's interested in Miami's vacancy.

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627
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0°10 501)10 OTT
ALL WEEK!
See Below For Additional Daily Specials

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm insurance C.ompenies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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"Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child"
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In Appreciation for your business and support for the last twenty one years, we are
having a week long sale. A grand prize of a $250 gift certificate will be
given away Saturday, June 24 at 9 p.m.
- Drawing for the $250 Gift Certificate
- No purchase nratassary
- Nisoct not b• peasant to win
- Hours 9 a m -6 p m Mon •Sat
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• Peoples Bank 5, Hawaiian Tropic 5 (Peoples Bank) Seth Bryant HR.
Joey Burgess 1B (Hawaiian Tropic) Mark Chamberlain 3-18 Chase Wallaca
18. Aaron Brooks 2 18
FRIDAY:
• Boone's Laundry 7, ProWash 4 (Boone s) Matt Kelleher 18 Rodney
Emerson 18. HR. Joey McDaniel 18 Chas* Boone 18, Jason Henderson 18.
WP-Emerson (ProWash) William Vince 1B. Casey Smith 218. Derek Stalls
1B
• Hawaiian Tropic 8, Kopperud 2 (Hawaiian Tropic) Mark Chamberlain
1B, 28 Josh Hodges 38. 18 WP-Brad Thurmond, Chamberlain
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PAY-PER-VIEW TUESDAY!
Movies

THE SPECIAUST

only

$2 95 on Viewers

STARGATE

a

Choice Channel 44
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Got those Tuesday Noes/ Lighten upl Enjoy a hit Hollywood movie without leaving the
comfort of your home - and save! It's Pay-Per-View Tuesday, only on pay-per-view. .on cable!

Scaled Ws.A color guard will abo
de mesa to represent the 101sar
Fort Campbell
The VFW organuation s main
purpose ts kJ help other veterans Mai
need help The orgasm:alum also
psrocipsies in obtaining donations
for'buddy poppies"around the ume
of Memorial Day The money from
these donations go duertly to vctcr
ans of foreign wars. their widows,or
their children n wiles of need. The
VFW also his specul evenu celebrating Veterans Day and V-E Day.
The service will be presented by
the VFW, Veterans of Foreign War.
and the 438th MP Company in
appreciation of those who currtndy
serve or have served their country
"The reason for participating in
Freedom Fest is to honor the veterans: said Daythel Turley, director
of the eveni This is something to
be real proud of."
For more information, contact
Daythel Turley at 753-9472 Of
Freedom Fest headquarters at 7592199 or 1-800-715-5004.

Membert of the Bark In the Park planning committee are. standing, left to
right: Michael Booker, Unda Sdd and Judy Sherman; seated, left to right:
Michela Adcock, Karen Dowdy and Bunny Lanning

'Bark in the Park' adds
to Freedom Fest activities
The evening of Friday,June 30th,
won't be just another Friday night.
Come out to the Courthouse Pavi-

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
lor lour ( ontenience Vow Offers

UPS Pick-Up

Murray Cablevision
Tune to Channel 42 for Listings and
Ordering Instructions.
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Rv changing our name from Cellular One

to I.nited State Cellular,"
we've ilso made a long-term commitment.
CURRENT CUSTOMERS
To expand your
local calling area,
stop by to have
your phone
reprogrammed
for FREE.

We're proud to announce that Cellular One is now United States Cellular. Stop by your local
United States Cellular store on tune 22nd. 23rd and 24th and join the celebration. From
special pricing on phones and equipment to a guest appearance by Miss Kentucky, there will
be enough to keep the whole family busy. There will

UNITED STATES

even be a few clowns on hand for the kids. So stop by ff
soon. But please, keep the rice throwing to a minimum. MOBILE TELEPHONE NETWORK

lion in new City Park from 5-7:30
p.m., and see for yourself. That's
when Murray's first "Bark in the
Park," complete with contests, demonstrations, and fun for the whole
family will be held. The "Bark" is
one of many Family Night activities
which will kick off the eighth
annual Freedom Fest,and the whole
community is invited.
Co-sponsored by The Humane
Society of Calloway County and the
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club, the
"Bark" will feature a reunion party
for dogs adopted from the Animal
Shelter, a dog show for mutts, a cat
photo contest, demonstrations of
dog obedience and agility, and
much more.
Following is the schedule of
events for the "Bark":
5 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.: Registration
for contests — all participants in the
reunion party,cat photo contest,and
dog show for mutts should register
between 5 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. at the
Courthouse Pavilion. The mutt
show and cat photo contest are open
to all. See contest times for more
specific information. In addition,
tickets for a V2 & 1/2 donation
giveaway will be sold, and doorprize tickets will be available.
5 p.m. to 6:45 p.m.: Cat photo
contest. To enter contest, bring a
picture of your cat or kitten to the
registration table. Please be sure
your name, address, phone number
and cat's name are on the back of the
photo.
5 p.m.: Demonstrations of dog
obedience and agility by members
of the Kentucky Lake Kennel Club.
5:30 p.m.: Dog Show for Mutts
— Community invited to enter.
Dogs must be one year or older, be
in excellent health, have current
vaccinations and be on a leash.
Dogs should not be in costume.
Please do not bring dogs which are
aggressive or highly nervous and
excitable. Categories: longest tail,
longest ears, smallest dog, fluffiest
dog, most original name,dog which
is making the longest round trip to
attend the "Bark," dog which looks
most like its owner, and the Heinz
57 award for the dog that looks most
like a real mutt. There are also three
mystery categories. Ribbons will be
awarded to all winners. Special
consideration will be given to
spayed or neutered dogs. There is a
SI entry donation for the mutt dog
show.
6 p.m.: Reunion party for dogs
who were adopted from the Shelter.
Prizes will be awarded to the dog
and owner who have been together
the longest and to the dog that most
closely resembles its owner. A
special cake is being made to honor
shelter dogs and their owners.
6:30 p.m.: Demonstrations of dog
obedience and agility by members
of the Kentucky Lake Kennel Club.
7 p.m.: Cat photo contest winner
will be announced. Drawing for 1/2
SC 1/2 donation giveaway. Drawing
for doorprizes.
The "Bark" will also feature a
concession stand with funnel cakes
and snow cones, pictures with the
Humane Society mascot, T-shirts
for sale, activities for kids and a
special appearance by Jabber the
clown. This is an event, like all
Freedom Fest events, which will be
full of fun for the whole family. For
more information call "Bark" coordinator Linda Stitt, 759-9412 or
Kathy Cohen, 436-2603.

SUBSCRIBE

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Belair Shopping Center, 906 A. South 12th Street in Murray, 502/753-7533
1733 Kentucky Avenue in Paducah, 502/444-0084
Extended Store Hours:
Thursday and Friday, June 22nd-23rd, 8 am-7 pm
Saturday, June 24th, 9 am-5 pm

• 11.t I
• ( I,1)

‘N,
rot

• ( 01

Phone offer requires a new, one year service agreement and is available on select models only. Credit approval required. /tot valid in conjunction with any other offer.
Other restrictions and charges may apply. Void where prohibited. Offer expires June 24, 1995.
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OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Clos•d
Op•n 5pm
Mon Tugs Pizza, salads
hot sandwiches woo &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474 8119 or
1 800 649 3804

1995
VIC R
INI•DR‘IATI11%
Aicttet arc t.upplcmcne
en•urantc et
teanJanicJ iii lu/
plant anJ ttc *vac
all Ill
lhc part A ckthit
)041, (IC ,t110
inturant.c,
must pay has been
in.rca%c4 to S716 en
I WS
TOR inforrnatntn
call
N1ct.7()N•t I
INSIRAM
AGENCY
753-4199
or natioawide
I -MO-4554199
• 1 1rd sear at aro ,

Wanted
$1 030 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes Free into Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Aladdin Dept
45 302 N A S Dr suite
171 Corpus Christi Tx
78418

OJTLAW Construction
We custom build log homes
& have log home supplies
for the do it yourself person
Approval licensed general
contractor with 25yrs experience VA FHA 2 10
HBW warranty For all your
log home needs call Shannon Harris 502 436 5210
PSYCHIC reading by Sue
502 876 7398 $1 00 per
minute June is quality of
Me month

NOW AVAILABLE

Court Square Wares • r13•1713

A Southern
Baptist School

OPEN FALL 1995

Enroll Now Grades K-6
Located at Sinking Springs Baptist Church
Near Southwest Elementary

437-4432

753-6487 ,

Americas Secood Car
Ugly Duckling

'
LAGEZEICEGM
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Lowest Rates In Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Coma see the blooming Daytillies, Japanese
Iris and Hostas_ Over 900 varieties.
Free Plant With This Coupon

Open Garden Daily 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

C&C Wursery
753-2993
94E turn left on Van Cleave Rd (Happy Holiday
Pontoon) Go 1/41 mile turn left on Bethel Church
Rd (1483) First road to left(Cook Rd tum left 1st
house on left (approx 1/4 mile)

Do you have acne prone skin, facial
scars, fine lines? Would you like to have
firmer softer younger looking skin in
weeks" Try Glycoligtie 3 Step Skin Repair Buy a starter kit and duality for the
'Peel Deal-

new you in four weeks
No Gin;micks

Ask about our natural nail care program
Now you can have pretty hands A. nailnaturally

Pedicure - $16.00
ireq $22

Acrylic Nails - S25.CO
Witt; any hair
t(lC i toff any nail or loot care sior V(rt. verSa

Ben

Hair & Skin • 759 1870

Approximately 5 days work.
including the weekend Call
753-3354

AVON wants individuals in
terested in earning
$8 $14/hour Full'Part
time No door to door Jane
1 800-230 4030 inclirep

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
v# ACADEMY doh
Fig

Fringe

Murray. KY 42071

Age is not important Join
forces with an organization
which rewards hard work
and ambition $25000 per
year earnings potential
Call 502-441-9089
Mon Sat 9 00 5 00 EOE

Coll 753-1916 to( details.

•

3 PERMANENT
SALES POSITIONS

AVON sell at work home,
anywhere, Be your own
boss l Earn 50%
1 800 539 4528 Ind Rep

Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for S175 a month
(paid in advance),
Pate Effective April 1. 1995

A

A HIGHLY sell moan/meal
individual with great inter
personal skis for adverts
rig sales Job responsibiii
be$ include outside sales
customer service maintain
established aocounts and
open new revenue ac
counts Must be a responsible and enthusiastic indrvi
dual Must own vehicle and
a valid drivers license Sal
ary plus commission Send
resume to P0 Box 1040F,

1 FULL time midnight shift
1 swing shift Apply in per
son at Racers Coastal
Mart 100 Chestnut

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in

e

Hee)
Warted

ATTENTION RN s full time
position with home health
agency Apply at Extend
care Home Health, 103
Jane St, Paris Tn 38242
901-644 1990

Business on
a Budget?

Ar

Hale
Wanted

$1000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes Free info Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Aladdin Dept
45 302 N A S Dr Suite
171, Corpus Christi Tx
78418

.Help Wanted: Earn
up to 6500 per week
proassembling
ducts at home. No
experience. Info 1504-646-1700 Dept.
KY-2021

left- WARD
(
•J• ELKINS

•

CID

RAYSIFIED
CEAS
1120

11

995

CARE for elderly Murray
couple Room/board provided plus small salary
Contact (217)733-2374 for
information If no answer
leave name/number, references required
COOKS & dishwashers for
day &nightshifts for Murray
& Hazel restuarants Apply
in person Ann's Country
Kitchen
DIETARY Aides full time
positions, various shift, no
experience necessary
Apply in person, Britthaven
of Benton, Hwy 641 South
Drug tree work place EOEJ
AAE
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
This protect a funded by
the Job Training Partner
ship Act through the Ken
lucky Department for Em
ployment Services and the
West Kentucky Private In
dustry Council This a an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and ser
vices are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
EARN up to $I COO weekly
processing mail Start now
no expenenoe free sup
plies information no obh
g•tion
Send self
addressed stamped enve
lope to Bucks Dept 14
8407, Benders Rd Suite
133 217 Sari Antonio Tx
78250
ELECTRICIANS and het
piers needed Apply at new
Kroger se in MlUffay
ESTABLISHED lawn berme has position lot ful
time employee Call
753 6986
EXPERIENCED trav•I
agent needed lug orper1
Wm Send resume lo P 0
Box 430 Oilltertevae KY
42044

/ •

i

Nails • 753-1137
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oesee cir -era not senior a
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Demur!personality, tea•
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gir aneaC
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atkiity who we locoing lo a
ger
CAW( opportunity

CALL TODAY
502-443-3672 10-6 p.m.
Allen 6, 502-898-3209
Ask for Mr. Castile

BIG Apple Cafe, Puryear,
Tn. is now hiring cooks, part
FIREFIGHTER JOBS en
time or full time Apply in
try level. MF positions
person after 11am
$11 58- 514 29(hr Paid
1-901-247-5798
training ti benefits ApplicCAPTAIN Ds seeks fast ants call 1 219-736 4741.
track manager trainee for ext A-3482 8am 8prn, 7
the assistant manager pos- days
ition for our Murray and
Bardstown KY stores To FULL-TIME Secretary/
qualify you need previous Clerk position available
Must be able to handle
restaurant experience
have excellent people skills multiple projects and deadand must be a hands on lines, have excellent intertype manager Captain D's personal and telecommuniwill offer you a competitive cation skills, and computer
exterience in Windows
salary, bonus program
paid vacations, major medi- Bookkeeping skills a plus
cal insurance and advance- Send a letter of application
ment based on perfor- resume, and three refermance For more details ences tq Jayne Crisp
call Sam Beavers Division WKEC,P 0 Box 9 Murray.
Director at (502)753 9383 KY 42071-0009 Deadline
for: application is 6.21,95
Mon Tues E 0 E
The WKEC is an E 0 E
CAPTAIN D's is now hiring
for a dining room supervi- HINTON & Son's Cash &
Carry now accepting applisor position at our Murray
KY location Prefer previ- cations for full time delivery/
sales position Must be at
ous restaurant experience
Must be personable, like least 18yrs old with a valid
dealing with the public and drivers license Apply in
person at 621 S 4th St
be able to lead by example
Benefits include 5-day work next door to D&T Foods
week bonus program, paid
vacation, major medical insurance and advancement
based on performance To
arrange interview call
(502)753-9383 Mon -Tues
E0E

NO experience 6500 lo
$900 weeklyrpoteneal pro
ceasing monger?, refunds
Own hours (714)502 1520
eat 1209 (24 hours)

were

Disairetts
& Chalcar•

JACK of all trades prefer
retiree for apt , maintenance 759-4118 between
2-3pm
LPN'S 10-6, Britthaven of
Benton, Hwy 641 South
Drug free work place E0E/
AAE
NEED route man with COL
license to run route load &
unload truck, between
25-40 yrs old Apply in person at Smith's Poultry 302
N
6th St, Murray
between8am• 11am
NOW hiring part & full time
Apply in person at Subway
No phone calls please
PAINTERS must have
2yrs experience or more
Steady work Apply at
Black's Decorating Center
701 S 4th St Murray or
call 502 753 0839
PART—TIME Someone to
work in food concession
weekends 474 2100
RN S needed for supple
mental staffing 3 11 shift
For more information cal
Jean at 1 800 843 3790
SAFETY advisors
92150/per mo Company
will train call Mon Fri
9am lpm
only
615-399-8269
WAITRESS, dancers
wanted Doll House Cale
Pans, TN 901 62 4297
WILDLIFE/ Conservation
Jobs Game wardens, sec
tarty. mantananoe. etc No
cap necessary Now he
ing
For info call
(219)794 0010 eat 7159
earn lOpm 7 days

EtABYSiT in Pawns Mon
Fn days only 759 4490
CLEANING houses a frl y
business Rehab* and •A
penenced relererices Cal
Linda 759 9553
WILL dean houses tea
sonabfe rases references
437 4C64

Weems
Opportunity
FOR sale Fut,
/ *gulped
beauty shop Pleasant lo
cation ideal or single open
ator
489 2016 or
753 7161 please leave
TritS11111g•
FRANCHISE for sale Es
%abolished territories in Ky
Tn II Mo 502 753 1300
9A 6P 100 year oid indua
try. 25 yew old company
RETAIL franchise Depot
tunity existing locations
Call
available
1 800 277 3278

00 you saw • LOCAL

COaecteoens
or night

HAWKINS RESEARCH
NOW LOCATEO AT
13044 CHESTNUT IN
THE DIXIEULNI) SHOPPING CENTER, NEXT TO
PAPA JOHNS PIZZA
CALL 753-7001

CASH peed lor good used
flees @At:Vt.,* and pa
tots Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Ware,

LEADING Edge 416 corn
Pule with SVGA mioniecr
external CD Rom sound
card 14 4 las modem
*2000 invested will take
$1 500 olxi Cad 759 2070
between 5 30 Sipm
SEE HAWKINS RESEARCH FOR YOUR
COMPUTER AND OFFICE
FURNITURE NEEDS,
753-7001,
SHORT ON MEMORY OR
HARD DRIVE SIZE, SEE
HAWKINS RESEARCH IN
DIXIELAND CENTER.
753-7001.

Excellent Pay And Benefits Available.
Send Resume(Include Experience and
Salary History) To:
Human Resource Manager
R.O. Box 556
Mayfield, KY 42066

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Cartier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving record
and have own vehicle insurance
SIC days per week delivery of Ledger II Times
plus gas mileage Earn $11,000416,000 or more
per year
If interested contact Jeff Duncan, Circulation
Manager at the Murray Ledger A Times and
complete a resume No phone calls please

Take • Giant Step Towards A
Retail Career With

SHOE SENSATION
Join the strongest retail shoe team in the region
Growing retail shoe company seeks enthusiastic,
independent individuals to manage local Murray.
Ky. store. Must have previous retail or restaurant
management experience. Previous experience. in
retail shoe sales a plus
Benefits Include:
Salary Plus Bonus • Paid Vacation • Group Health
Special Employee Discounts • Profit Sharing
Retirement Plan • Opportunities for Growth

/

woks or
'5.3 9.433 day

INTERNE T dial up' Fa an
formation cal 75-3

MACHINIST
NEEDED

JOON
"EN1ErZPRISES
,NC.

Is 064

Caaputese

Send Resume Today'
253 America Place
JefTersonville. LN
Job 1139
Attn: Jim Richey

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies have an alternate plan of
care that may pay for care in your
own home if you would otherwise
have to go to the nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may
be able to provide the money
under the alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
758-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, Ky.

USED 250 or 500 gallon
propane tank
C•II
759 9752
WANT to buy Aneques
collectibles Coca Cola
earns Crud war &Vac*
stone whiskey jugs *nil ad
varosang gas a or adverbs
ng puissant/Ha Elvis me
morat:,11a etc Phone
753 3633 ask for Lary
ISO
Artafiln
For Sale

Illecearakeekis
CUTE tea nee Jr sue '
011 NA of Wanes' 1003
dollars 469 235
ibq • 306 N 12th neat 10
tapes 7539217
Mobile
14eases for See
wet,
12.1.65 3 brikaarn '
remodeled on
we re
niod bat Must sin. at $5257
75-3501? "rare rwassaiar

NEW metal siding & tool
rig Cover 36" art to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalurne Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489 2724
DEBBIE S This n That
new & used furniture, anti
clues glassware. shiselry.
docks tool s crafts. corn
old pie safe cedar chest
chicken incubator linen s
two EMs Presley photo
tors more Hwy 94 East
Murray, KY Mon. Tue
Thor, Fri 11 4, Sat 912
SUMMER wedding dress
with waltz length veil se
68 435 4423

RE TAiL or Once Space at
S Sue Shopping Caoniar
753 4509 or 7S-3 6612

28$4 motors horny C
water furnished a2 7S. rnio
Coleman RE "5-39691

UNIN.ERSITv Sq uare
spa,' acaictie central
gas centre a• sky &gni
rvtI and of Offo.111 space
tire
wee 753 1492
au our orer.a

SHADY Oaks 2 or 31.4
electric or gas Wallung de
lance Io cols** 78ia •,:sou

Apelfasele
Fe Real

Wee
Hoses For Reed

Mabee
Ham Lets For Red
2 STEEL sews at Horton
Lock Shop One 52H a 321. MOBILE Home V.Itajv
• 250 74H a 36W a 310
180:mo water koreshod
burglar resistance Ti rat Coleman
RE 753 9898
✓ig 75-35980 753 1203
NEW park nkriver madei
after 5prn
homes only ConOetto
BOGARD Trucking and Es
drives & walks Trash gsk
coveting Inc we Neu lop up a city *aka $100 rnO
soil gravel fill dirt whole 492 8488
rock rip rap Mon Fri
NORTHWIND
4prn 75-3 2446
Horne Pwk 7539814
ENCLOSED utility baiter
100
6x10x6t1 high $1000 obo
Business
502 247 8754 after 5pm
Rents*
GOOD dean used lawn
DOWNTOWN
office spoon
mowers clewanos prom
JO Cub Seers & others across from courthouse
Hutson Ag Equipment $95,mo including al utili
aes Also mow suer of ol
247 4456
lic•s with windows
KINGSIZE waterbed es
1595inio incILicling el oil
mirrored headboard $100
Des 753 1266
GE washer & dryer set
$200 436 5832
LADIES small size wedding
dress with veil 7530789

OFFICE or "Wad butane
zoned 82 appro. 160014'
It kit :sorrier
& Pop
Lai Cali 75.36001

1 2 XIV apes Furnished
eery neat nester IIASU No
pets
75-3 1 2 5 2
Oars 7530606 after Spen
1'02 OAkHit_L olive nice
2br duo,i kitchen ap
Phanoss forme/APO private
bach yied dote loose de
pu:LA no pets 7530814
1a13 WISWELL Rd extra
Wipe kilts, 2be Bpi Clefl
Sal gas ha app+,anoes
furnished no pets lease &
depos
feciu ,r•d C•II
753 7185
BR an aisable Arty 1St Pern
haVl
ad hookup no
pets &.;35-rno repleteness
& deposit 753 3949
18R ()up*. on Hwy 290
energy ett.Kbant No pets
$285 mo •d•posit
753 6848 beture 9prn

/ ALPINE
)ockrord rosgab•
Tapes
CD's
airesei./013' • C.31,
C at\
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard lu%ie

clarion'

76.3 0113

DIAS•isiqi Cent eir

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appotntrnent

Its
502-759-1333
Arpliencse

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices

WASHER dryer E stove &
sic 436

Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

Hose
Funilebbus
41'round kitchen table with
lemma lop 18 loaf oak
color. Imo padded chars
$175 or best offer
762 6628
ALL in stock tun-Aunt
bedding reduced Must
maie room for new ship
menu Extra savings' Car
raway Furniture 105 N
3rd 753 1502
FOR sale three piece bed
room set consisting of •
headboard and footboard
adeotable to ether lull or
queen size chest and
dresser with attached me
rot excellent condition
Call 753 4899 after 5pm or
leave a message

Antkpues
STEINWAY antique square
grand piano (1872) Good
playing condition beautiful
rosewood
$5000
75-32676

Fara
ElltdPflol
F GLEANER combine We
hard land planter
753 7645

ART LESSONS
Ages 5-13

753-7201

D'ART SUPPLY
Court Square

PRIME WAREHOUSE SPACE
FOR LEASE IN MURRAY, KY

12,200 sq. tl., 2 loading docks, 1 drivein door, conveyor and packaging systems, security systems, sprinkler system,central heat & air, excellent lighting and 28 tt. ceiling clearance.

Call 502-753-6654

›

AYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
- NO DOWN PAYMENT -

FRONT end loader lot
3000 Ford tractor
75.39274
Fisher-Price

In response to existing and anticipated employment opportuniues.
applications are now being accepted kw production operator positions
on the following shifts.
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with kxs of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Fnday. First/SeaancV1hird)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m I pm./6 p m - 10 p.m.)
Starung pay rases are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and $5 30for
8 and 4 hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment offer a
top pay roe of S8.58 plus a comprehensive boleti( package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's be ioymakers,
please contact
Murray Employment Ageoey
201 So. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
754-2ISO
A. Seed Oppeameep lagleyet 1140F/D/V

spate
Etalpinot
GUNS buy sad or trade
436 5650

Ftrooes4
A FIREWOOD lot see
437 4667

STEINWAY anew,musts
grand mono (1572) Good
paling candeon. beautiful
rosise0041
$6000
7$3 26711

55,900 is your ticket to an unbelievable
1555 sq. ft BRICK home Three bedrooms, 2 full baths, 28' great room,eat-in
kitchen, large master suite, vaulted ceiling,fireplace,central heat 4i air and many
more amenities. Custom built on crawl
space. Garage, basement and Other oplions evadable
Piles Miele. A
NOS
Mweiry-Sach
Are hot Maids

MYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
of America
PAW Illereme Weir
IMO hider,
EA Grey

Model Available: 302-554-3267
Or 24 Hr/Day Call 1100-500-31102

4
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TUESDAY

Tlida$

511.0141AY MOEN

JUNE Mk Me

41.
Nemo
ler lid
SA t.,,inekeill
$166 wie awagsialia
nowt ewe ow
7$3 69110 Wier
753 /203

apt
ass
pots
Spin

181;1 1.1•14P4•0 eel
pus depose no
pis PM, 121 el tee ear
you-ds '53313$
BR macs smatabfim roar
Caterer RE 763 9018

•

'o' Itr apes near down
town 4,# .p 7634108

NM Walt Mead psis
MI depose We aele re
1•1•Ac•G r•gooli•ii
WM 2033 dew lowi
MA rise yard shade
140Orrhe No pets Call
7534831

• ROOMS for rent at tete
C. utaies furnished

Fe. RIM
Or Lame
CREEKV1EW Sea storage
*WV%°Uses on Cant.,
,s
'
Deft. behind Shone
$205400 7654011

WON MOM

I tar • xvi• tacAles Web
•-..; VS, Cowman RE
'53 Wel

NEW mini storage kw rent
Al sizes Cal Neon Besse
Lev Storage 753 3853

29R / bate turneeois
1 0" USU CUTE
0•40, ,
••h)•••• ../••••••1 CAM Of0
..drief 6385 rrio Were de
post no pels 763 5724

STORAGE 'sew kw rent
753 7868

d
2eR 1 tee aicifets
carport Newry d•
•
.c.med ceding tans to
awe e Norewood sub&
.-s-or new laSJ No pee
no Plus deposit &
aas '534487

•

28R apt on 908 Howood
D. 2115 rno 75111 4406
28R bee &
asq•1 Rd
5.3 6266

duplex 1909
7S150 or

2911 dupes townhouse
even r•Ou141 ePplary.ile
1 ,n.seed Rent vows
.
$35C 430 Cal 753 1266
Ice •reire details
:SR dupes central Na
avoiabie now $375.'no
Ceriernan RE 753 9898

•

will an law
TAXI a
Iso who raw* wow
Rosa, 121 Swale CM
nil SON

Ig"

Lake
Pteena/

SPACIOUS 3$w 2 bale
SEAUTIFUL weeded Isle
brick cereal ne leroplice
awl lot deep yew wound
, weir insalled wawa kw
9
4`119 911elall ^Ye ^81'
bortiood no pets $660
r•stricted subdivision
A.4,61 11.1 4892741
dose to Korey 7654410

ROOM vacancy very
rear 115u parte edam
tu-eted A.'S*** novo
:,aweslan RE 7539898

SP%af• 1.4./10,4

1 tali
17

29P Er-bas, Apartments
ar-a a gas heat evadable
how $30C ma Coiernan
RE 753 9898

:BR townhouse cx1

Pas
& NaplIse
ALL beds • suppers 30%
on Aias Aviary 515 S 71h
St 7554'19
DOG obeckerce classes or
private Serving 1.1Leray 14
years 436 2658
PuPP,ES male & *mare
born Juse 9 ready July 14
Skew/ Rat Tenet not rip
gisweed weghs 6'. kis
father Ch,iLiahus revs
wed weighs 91:4 $25ea
kw mate Chweshua raga
tempo 14 rten, 04 Won
*Wiwi ;et f'•1•41 be to good
horns $125 436 5590
ROTTWEILER purebred
puppies Ready 0 2 weeks
Too iemaies $150 each 4
misfits $200 each
436 6083

•PiT../C,KY Lake ,_mo..
ereszy Viiiage 1 er
-ert
•
.n
-art based on in
55 & oder handicap
• Osatied Ecivai Housing

BEAUTIFUL secluded
building see located vi New
Concord weal eat short de
twice from wide Water •
septic suitable for mobdes
$7.500 Call Kopper u d
753-1222 MISI 300194
Nice large lot 110:217 in
new subdivision next to
Oaks Country Club
753-5691
45,3
Fines
For Sri

reDs)SE an eosins 2 295
6p
753 1300 10a
489 2116 7p 10p For sae
or reef barns large a c
bure•y dark fired 753 1300
489 21 v•

Pleretal Property an
or.an,r;s at
S'er., Lae* Acts near
MS.. -*rise areactse taro
oc,.. J rs ease tor
$.44C
4/.1 be foxy tor
▪ remove in Gniry s ProP
woes s tagUng &Pow:awns
'53 20C1

BEAUTIFUL flat lot ail
urelergrixind city udiles vi
ckeling gas Last evadable
lot in Preston Heights to
cated behind Gatesbor
ough $13900 753-2339

Rod
Estate

CE.kR upstairs apt 113 'I S
3te St oeposit & lease
pets 753 60C1 mei*

C.: •

CONNECTING loft lo
cawd ri Crappie Hobe,
Prices range from $800 to
1500 901 648 5607

430

HALEY Appraisal Service
Bob Hedy state certified
Cal 489 2266

EXTRA n.lts set across
soriet trorr 1.1SL1 no sm.
*is al Nei $303 depose
C..sa kx appoinarient
gers Ervirpnsw 753 5140

Lie
Fes Sele
2 LOTS in Preslon Heights
al ulebes timetable lot Sae
¶00.230 ewe 753 9741

ISO

g..ad Centel Pi A A.Wabie
nee 1325 rrio Cowman
RE 753 9898

Dv.P.Ex 2b/ neat univer
sa'y quiet resaSertal revel
tomcod centre ha 1e
ease $350 no 753 8096

JUST redeoed 2 adiorung
hake front toe we+ total
bonen, of 293/I looking
stogie dew main Wan
no Listing feetures 40
dcck septic & sell Cal
koppend Realty toddy tor
adabonal inkernabon on
SAS 13000288 Call Rick
Kocipeeell Redly 753 1222

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers foamy to purchase
homes at price ranges If
you are Ihrlung o ssain9
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by once at 711 Main St
1.4uR CAL Realty proles
sionai mat setale manage
ment rewdentai commit
cag (Wow us to handle your
real estate headaches) A
COGS cutting 00o4)amy im
proving move 7514444
WANT TO RENT &nom
responsible professional
seeks 2 3tv lake or oountry
house new L131 tor rrbrr
murn 046 months wadable
ASAP Must accept pets
Call Lisa 615.292 1556 or
502 924 5602 alter 621

103 ACRES all fenced
surveyed 2 barns a garage.
2'mai buildings. tool shed.
doubkninde web house
roof & carport added pond
stocked we fish Shown by
appointment only
436-5648
33 ACRES stocked lake
fenced pasture greenhouse 14.70 3br mobile
home Coleman Real Es
toe 7539896

LARGE .ostair 2tx 2 Oat^
• vat r. a ed hoc* •JO
a.alaz.w .,uly 1st refer
Orion & Oeposit required
ro pets $345 mo
753 3949
11.1,,R CAL Apartments now
accecong appicaeons tor
1 2 and 3tor apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
nousing Opportunity
1.l....RRAv Manor Apart
merit r•Y* accepting apcm
• ons for 1 2er apart
rents Apply 0 person
1 30prn 4pm Mon Fri
1409 Duiguct Dr
NEAR university &Suit,
lit Soot apt 2 bedrooms &
ir. mg room extra Largo we
Nie quake plush carpet
Kichen dinette has ranee
r•Ing•rator dispose;
Wash•r dryer hookup
Four big roomy closets
Central electric heat and
or Caw ready to mos-,
in Rowney redecorated
$343 depost 6340 rno
753 4560 9•m to 5pm
• W Itx &vies Available
novo SACO carpon deck
d hookup 753 3031
leave message

• .,

'•.

NICE 3br apl central rva
located on campus closer
walk than dorms to LISU
very very low dates 2
Owed $400 mo 3 people
$450 me 753 2339 or
753 8767
NOW taking appleatons
kr Section S bpi rent hous
mg Avery in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St E Blended be
Nreen Gam 12noon No
phone cans Pease Equal
Housing Opeortunty
VERY nee 28R 2 bath
duplex. appliances turn
oohed washerdnew he
up central gas heat.
electric as $475irno. one
month depos& one yeer
lease Now% 7632906 or
7137136

31161 duple' for sale
755 7047

hoots
For flab
1622 KIRKWOOD Drive.
3br home with large
kitcfien LF1. central Na.
bored anc storage. carport. storage shed. atizacevery lardscaped with large
back yard 7591673
29R bnck yust outside city
kmits sunroom. carport.
central ha $67900 Coleman RE 75311898
3-4BR brbCil. 1 4 bath. Icor
garage over '4 we
Lynnwood Estates.
$70000 753-6561

3 ROOM 00000 on
120.1S0 we at 1614 Fat
ever 2 blocks to university
rentable at $200 .
753893'
AVOID radars cost 3er 2
belh me large yard & sax
age 9mi on 12114
4112296
FOB beripeters $;2q ft
new dupes. Fa Brook
Sub Rental income
$i tO0oino. Price $123.000
492 8516 or 762 7221
IMMEDIATE possession
Xs brick ranch with at
Cached wage in town
Phone is, appomment to
see this mut home Priced
m the low 50's 753-7236
NEW 3W homes priced in
7061110s insnong wadsois wig consider Wade
7533672 after 5pm
NEW affordable homes.
2 3br vi city Starts at mid
50 s. financing available.
payments less than rent
Sidewalks. storm sewers.
Curbs & at underground
utilities 753-4444

19111 FORD pci up Good
woes tuck 763 1079
1162 NiSSAN Sep sic
orvae *ruse camper/ to
per ears nice oondibon
753497$

Free Estimates

Call Maurice
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

We have been your custom builder m the
NM W.are now 'Vending our business
to better meet your needs In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, adchtions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing

Bruce gran
Building Contractors, Inc.
FREE Estimates: 7634343

1
0ITC/ 49,
aill Sr"4

PM NM)

FrIt EOSINS

Teo Root

got

,.

lardsapn;

Yirl *WC Tree Service al"
)s''''
*co Timm
1.941 HabV E's
Amid .1 °mood By TIM LAMB
insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

Celle0111 Wade CAWS
customs wocovicams

rita .7
.
ZA/ewsaW

CHIN Chew Chesney
Sweeps has 10% sensor
citizen decoune We Se'
chimney ceps aft! screens
4364191

ter 5pm
SHA

.SOLD

S20
Boats
& Motors

1986 17FT Thundercraft
ski boat 140hp LO. looks &
runs great $4400, see at
1994 SUZUKI Intruder, Mansard Island Resort
6,XXX miles. garage kept, 9016425590
loaded with chrome.saddle
bags and (AGV) helmet A 1988 17FT
real head turner 7535950
•
SOIS‘
•
wind
750 HONDA with winds10
with
rack
hield. luggage
compartment on it. crash 1990 RANGER 360V
bars. step-up seat, new Yamaha Pro-V Excellent
bros. excellent condition condition Must sell
753-6962
527-1366 or 362-8148
HONDA Shadow, 700cc.
'85 model. only 11.000
miles, windshield. perfect
condition
61950
753-0197

YZ-250. excellent condition
with extras Call after
8p m. 527-1942
490
Used
Cars
1979 OLDS V-8. 4dr. sc.
cruse 91.XXX miles, very
dependable. $975 obo
753-3900
1982 CHRYSLER New
Yorker. one owner. 75.XXX
weal mew, now tees. 4
door Navy blue and
sharpel 753-1713

1986 CHEVY Nova 4 door,
red Good condition, good
we* $1500 obo 436-2102
10e m -5p m After 5pm
436-2260
1985 VW JETTA,$1,600 or
best offer 502-4928156
1967 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham very sharp It
dew Call 492 8566 after
4Prn
1967 PLYMOUTH sun
dance. 96.XXX miles. good
condition Call 753-4419 at
sr 5pm

The ARRL Field Orpauation
has been effccuve aestabbstung
emergency communications neu
during floods, hurricanes, fires,
earthquakes, aid other inapt dinslas, Members of formal emergency
organizations such as the Amateur
Radio Emergency Service (ARES)
and the Radio Amateur CortununiServices
Emergency
calion
(RACES)regularly participate. The
ARRL office esumatas that more
than 35.000 hams pmrticipatc in

A group of Murray Amateur
Radio operators will wont round
the clock this weekend to set up
laid radio communication stations,
gct on the au, arid contact thousends
a other operators in the U.S. and

of participoon at the
Li
annual Aaetican Radio Relay
League's (ARRL) Field Day.
According to Bill Call. trustee of
the MSU Amateur Radio Club
(MSUARC).F1Cid Day is the annual
'shakedown run' for the ARRL's
national Feld Orypeuzation
-Feld Day is a way for hams to
get outdoors and have fun under
some difficult conditions,' Bill
says. But it's also a chance to finetune emergency conununicaUon
skills. We use generators and battery power, and we set up antennas
in the field. The idea is to put
together a self-sufficient working
station quickly and begin making
radio contacts throughout the
country."
Ca

LAMB'S Tree Service, tree
trimming & removal, hauling. etc 436-2269 Paul
LARRY'S Small Engine
Repair. Services and repair for all makes and models. weedeaters, chainsaws and mowers Prompt
dependable serivces, all
work guaranteed with over
20yrs experience Pick up
and delivery available Business 492-8437. alter 5pm
492-8548
care, mowing & trimming 436-2528

Field Day every yam.
Murray's Field Day operations
will be on the M5U intramural

Sports field at North 16th Street just
North of Chestnut Street_ Setup
begins at 9 a.m., Saturday, June 24,
and will operate until 1 p.m., Sunday,June 25.The public is invited to
observe and participate in this annual communication event. For
more information,contact Bill Gage
at (502) 759-1604.

HOROSCOPES
VVEDNF:SDAY.JUNE 21, 1995
1For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Shoecase your talents to best
advantage. Only procrastination
stands between you and tremendous
success. Romance warms up in early
fall. Do more listening and less talking if hoping to marry anytime soon.
A business boom is possible early in
1996. Postpone travel until next
spring. A financial matter will sort
itself out. Give more thought to

starting a new enterprise.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
TE: actress Meredith

Baxter. has iall player Derrick
Coleman, music an Nils Lofgren.
actress Jane Rus II.
ARIES(M ch 21-April 19):
LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
Artistic type should emphasize
houses, mobile homes,
their origin lity now. A bold
brick & vinyl. buildings,
approach co d have great commerR.V 's. sidewalks, free esticial value. Seek introductions to
mates. (502)753-6490.
530
influential O I pie in your field.
Unites
LICENSED for electric and
TAUR S (April 20-May 20):
Offered
gas 753-7203
Try to stay n the good side of your
Al Al' A TREE SERVICE, MB GENERAL CON- co-workers ti i• y. Those who enthuhedge trimming. landscap- STRUCTION & MAINTE- siastically pri ote their products
ing, mulching & mulch haul- NANCE carpentry, paintwill take in more money than
ing. gutter cleaning Clean- ing, electrical, siding, other
Welcome an opportunity
expected.
up Junk, garbage Odd sobs, &
maint.
apt.
also Al househld moving (502)436-2819 fax or to combine business with pleasure
this evening.
Free estimates Tim Lamb modem avail
GEMINI (May 2I-June 20): An
436-5744.
MOODY'S mower repair, employment situation improves
A-1 Tree professionals
pick-up and delivery
when you are given important
Stump removal, tree spray- 753-5668
responsibilities. If worried about a
ing. serving Murray, CalloMULCH, delivered Murray date you made for tonight, go ahead
way County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247 area 436-5560
and cancel.
or 492-8737
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Go
PAINTING int , ext all
A and A Lamb's lawn mow- types of home repair, free slow if contemplating dipping into
your resources or exchanging a staing, light hauling, tree trim- estimates Call anytime
436-5032
ble position for a precarious one.
ming. Mark 436-2528
PAINTING & decorating, Hold on to your present job. Positive
ALCOA vinyl siding & trim
positive-actions!
Replacement windows Bill 20yrs experience, I do good thinking leads to
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your
work Angela Montgomery.
Speed 492-8103
gainful efforts deserve proper com437-4706
ALL around hauling, mowpensation. Now is the time to seek
ing, tree work. Junk dean PLUMBING repairman with
attention of those who hand out
the
Calf
up. dewing out gutters. same day service.
orders and promotions. State
both
Joe 436-2867
436-5255
your case without issuing any ultiALL carpentry 15yrs exp
PRESSURE washing, vinyl
matums. Justice will win out.
foundations, slabs, sidew- houses, house trailers, free
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The
alks, driveways, buildings, estimates Call 489-2375
privacy you have, the better
more
remodeling, repairs. AGC
certhed 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing. furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

mowed
LAWNS
(502)759-3133

REMODELING and insurance repairs. Cal us for all
your construction needs.
Service Pro 759-1774.

ROCKY Colson home re
paw, plumbing, roofing. siding & additions Al type
home & mobile home repair Free estimates.
474-2307

1904 TRANS AM loaded
119.000 7501781

plowed. disked, *leeway;
Milt Jones
graded
4374000

ION NEON.27.1UOI man.
512.1100 4744367

BUSHHOGGING blade
work. lean rnowing & we.
dosing 4002077

ROUST ma,Moving county,
11117 kienagy SOW We.
gon. Pao. Ray loaded ea
callent condition. Medi.
Imp raerior. 71 XXX
WPM 753-20211

CARPET & Upholstery
dewing Spoosi $21100
net room' Free SocildrOrird
&
Deodorizing
1502439.2854

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

your chances of stabilizing a deteriorating situation. Bar disturbing
influences at work and home.
Romance looks most promising for
those who are spontaneous. Plan a
special surprise.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
efficiency will suffer if you let others dampen your enthusiasm. People
who express pessimistic views
should not be taken too seriously.
Tackle a challenging assignment
with gusto. Victory awaits the determined.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Taking better care of your possessions will avert loss or damage.
Check the newspaper ads for unusual employment opportunities. Closing a big business deal delights you.
Let events follow their course in
romance.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): The spotlight revolves toward
domestic interests and family relationships. Do nothing to encourage a
loved one's extravagance. When trying to help someone in need,
emphasize the practical. Others
applaud your efforts to turn things
around.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): An excellent day for property
transactions. Keep a copy of anything you sign. Your gainful efforts
pay handsome dividends. Settle bills
promptly to establish a good credit
rating. Gather with close pals
tonight.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Continued business success is linked
to your offering outstanding service.
You and your subordinates cannot
afford to rest on your laurels. Work
with a will! Financial pressures
lessen.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Romance is more fulfilling than in
the recent past. Take good news in
stride, resisting the urge to go on a
spending spree. You would be wise
to do some long-term financial plan'ning.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are family-oriented, affectionate and highly
Cancerians often resist being pushed out of the
nest and may burst into tears when they first start going to school. Wise parents will be sympathetic but firm, encouraging these somewhat shy children
to interact with their peers. With maturity will come greater social confidence. In fact, many of these friendly, detail-oriented Cancerians will find
careers in the hospitality industry. Their cordial and considerate manner
makes even strangers feel at home.
sensitive to criticism. These

_

.....,41...1".

ROOFING and painting,
interior- exterior etc. 25yrs
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse, experience, 10% discount
Whirlpool 30. years ex- senior citizens 474-0107
BOBBY
perience
SEAMLESS gutters inHOPPER, 436-5848
stalled, residential or commercial, Serval Gutter Co
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank 753-6433
1968 UNCOLN Town car, installation. repair, replaceSUREWAY Tree & Skimp
condition
good
ment 759-1515
Removal Insured with kJ
5024928358
We of equipment Free es1988 OLDS Delta 88
Day or night,
Service ROY timates
BACKHOE
83xxx miles. new transma
753-5484
HILL Septic system, drivewon (warranty) $4600
ways. hauling, foundations, THE Gutter Co Seamless
759 2385 or 762 4797
etc 759-4664
aluminum gutters, variety
1990 GEO Storm GSI
of colors Licensed, incomService,
BACKHOE
57111 miles good oond
sured Edirne* available
plete foundations, septic
Son 763-01198 after 5pm
759-4690
systems R H Nisbet, Con
1990 GRAND AM red 2dr. struction Phone 492-8516. TODD Roofing, free estipaw 762-7221
4cyl, Si. wt, masons,or
mates Cal 492-8657 day
online condition 90 XXX
or night
BOATS tor rent. call for
mess 759 2088
rates and kinds, also utility WALTER'S Contracting,
1993 HONDA Accord EX traders 753-3547
Gorski Wafters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
One owner extra nice
BOB'S Plumbing Service
loaded 36xxx mars ifilso
decks. additions. roohng,
Instelabon and repair, at
20yrs experience, tree seaRaleigh Mountain Bike
work guaLant••d
metes 753-2592
753-1133 or after 6pm
7531134 or 4365832
753-5330
VCR- repairing
WOOD
BUILDER, new homes ad1993 NISSAN Maxima
microditions. garages. framing vats. camcorders.
CiXE. gray. excellent con*
waves. Mon- Fri 9-12, 1-5.
staring at $2 a square ft
753-0530
Ion Cal 436-4003
Sorry no rooter or cabinet free estimates
1903 TOYOTA Carry LE maker Tripp Williams
addrion will gold package 753 0563
16.XXX mese 753-1292
BUSNHOGGING Gardena

Al Types Of
Custom Woodworking
end
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
4na Sam Our Selowoono •
• itew
%ow" arm tilkaind bee, Deeds
.40

CALL S Gallas 9so
den ging grads/ Wade
mark bush hogging lots
free
estimates
502 492 8622

Mokitcycles

1964 CHEV Cavaker. 2
owners, good condition
Cal 7594189.

No Job Too Small
40 Years Experience

CARPORTS for we and
Inaba Special sues tor
mew hone boses RV,
and am Eamillsrd prosm
Imea quite eacelent
valid Roy me 75644114

Field day for local
'hams'scheduled

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes Wailers offices
Wats Recovery Moray
1997 GIAC truck one 436 5660
owner good condition
CUNNINGHAM'S Healey
$6000 4928360
and Cooling Service Corn
1991 CHEVY pock up. red/
Pete installabon and serred New ores and exhaust. vice
Call Gary at
loaded up very clean 759 4754
763 7976
and
1993 FORD Fireside with CUSTOM bulkionng
topper black. 6cyl. backhoe work. septic systems. 354-8161 after epm.
$10500 753 0563
Horace Sholar
1994 FORD F 250 XLT
tenet 14 XXX miles, mint DRYWALL, finishing, re
paws, additions and blowcorebbon 492 8659
ing ceilings 753-4761
1994 MAZDA 83000 SE.
VS at AM FM cassette, KITCHEN CABINET REred
5.speed, bedliner 29.XXX FACING Make your
Al
miles warrenty $10,800 new won with Formica
colors, free estimates
obo 7599080
Wulff's Recovery. Murray,
FOR sale 1988 Chevy KY 436-5560
Silver ado, black & gray with
gray interior. loaded. LAMB Brothers Tree Ser79 XXX miles 527-5294 at- vice 502-436-5744

170

Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Roofing - Siding

Licensed S

Used
Triads

NEW horn.. Coles Campground Rd 31x 2 bath. oenWe gas & electric. l900sqft
living area on 122 acres
nice Call Wu Cal Realty
7534444

STORM DAMAGE??

_

toot TOYOTA Prows van
One wawa 62JUIJI odes
soundsd vomismy woes
Wd condom an 111511

3111 duple. tor siee
753 5114

1984 BUICK Regal 2&.
super clean, new paint
ores, cold air, 92.XXX
miles Call Robert days
753-1372. evenings
753-8165

14 Nxt Soo

1978 FULL was Morey
ps visa
cargo wen X111
Mena awed 110 1 12v
81150 89e 76i42311

YAMAHA S-1990 RT100,
1991 PW80 489-2357

460

5• 2 354 8888
1tx apt 2 eialk
a.:se o doser than dorms
tea 1225•110
oersor $25C'no 2 mope
--s3 233s of 7638767

31911 bola leg hem Ina
mg 4 aorioadW&vadied
callagn. van Mem MIA
hrWitoco. pas* at..
952 700 4804075

1I
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/-,-;-2-SUNDAY BUFFET 11-3 $5.95
free!!
one
get
one
.(p; Wednesday Senior's night' Buy Popropo Shrimp .5.95 it•t:

r
You Can Eat'
Pullet. ..8.95V
Seafood
Famous
Night-Our
ii
ra
Saturday Night-our Famous Seafood Buffet...8.954
44
595 /
1
'
ur Grind Lunch Buffet 11-3
,f,*.y,Sunday-O
•
..
r )(\f,
WM. On Set. 4 pat. i
Thursday Night All

js!
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f
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Seven

ludeP1

Seas MS7dam

753-4141
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Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Agency
Ross Insurance
Denser Mese
Ronnie Poem &
airt.-11 p.m.
Office Hours: Mon.-Frt.
Now Also Sot. 9 si.m.-12 p.m.

600 Main St.

753-0489

We Future Name Brand This
Mode in the U.S.A.
Laramie • Remington
Firestone • Michelin

-Open Smenilry• VW

Holland Tire Co.
I ast Main - 1') i-`)601)
I
"

• •'•
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MURRAY LECKIERa TIMES

V

DEAR Dit
at a -pine
frank aim baa atimps had Wrests Ike
gems& In the last fra years thes
m *sees
lune goatee soft and poet
Sometimes as much as VI pereeet of
the nail peels off Besides looking bad
I cannot use ms nails to esen pick
anything up since they bend 1 take
daily gelatin tablets. but that dorsal
seem to help and ebile this may not
seem like a life threatening problem.
its extremes frustrating
DEAR READER Peeling and
cracking fingernails a common con
sequence of aging. can be .extremels
annoying The condition is often wors
ened by fungous infection of the nails.
vitamin ck.finencies. poor nutntion or
constant wetting of the fingernails.
associated with kitchen workers and
beauticians
I believe you could be helped by a
once having
dermatologist, who
established the cause of your problem
- can suggest treatment
DEAR DR GOTT N;ly son suffers
from reflux and I've been told there is
a new operative procedure that can
correct the problem Can you provide
the details'
DEAR READER Reflux refers to
the backwash of irritating stomach

Nis.=
shlidiss
NMI MIS
dim
ice dimswirgascy
Ammer
(ARES)
oraniuniServices
pale. The
hat more
cipate in

1Perations
ntramural
Streetjust
et Setup
,June 24,
r.m., Suninvited to
ii this anfent. For
Bill Gage

no64.
..46.4
ftlif
tate
to
heartburn and other symptoms The
condition is often associated bulb a
'wakeless of the sphincter where the
esophagus wins the stosnacb
Reno% issuat4 can be treated auk
antacids drugs *suet as Prsioane and
others to reduce stomach and,1 Inch
blocks to prop up the head el the bed
avoidance of large meals and foods
known to viorsen symptoms and
other techniques that present gras its
from aggra•ating the problem
In resistant cases surgrri rtia be
necessary During the operation the
surgeon repairs the sphincter. there
by re establishing the normal
anatomical turner to re-flux Although
such surgery is usually curative it is a
serious procedure and. therefore is
reserved for difficult cases that do not
respond to medical therapy
Because reflux is a frequent consi.
quence of hiatal hernia. I am sending
you a free copy of my Health Report
-Hiatal Hernia Other readers who
would like a copy should send 62 plus
a long, self addressed, stamped enve
lope to PO Box 2433. New York. NY
10163 Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR. GOTT I'm a 26 year old
female with iron deficiency anemia

I se suffered an enormous amount sit
hair lows that Mon t corrected itself en
fise months despite the brit that ms
anemia is under control MINI! •
ap•ettinai fliS buds to 4 Aust. this grub
km
14: %ft RE 1I/F:1( Regardless of the
cause la the anemia this blood condi
lion commonls cau•e• hair loss
Hovirser *oath hair kr.. is rarrls sub
stanttal Murvioser hair usualls
regrous once the anemia has been
iiirret led
Hec.ause sour problem has lasted 143
long it is unusual Therefore I retorts
mend that i>ti consult isith a derma
tologist Perhaps a hair stimulant
such As Rogairw mould help you or
the specialist ma% oiler other advice
•rust'Uik
DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT M.D.

BLONDIE
wow
7E2SON O

g a deteriisturbing
id home.
nising for
us. Plan a

EA.4M6TEA0
•Cout25 12Eisi-sf
KEEPS flk.SY'

1 0 t..0‘06 TO reit-L. eIE 5
stAYE A MAN
Ai..wANS
THAT
WANT NG
IN MY
PAOCIE
ORGARZATION I MONEY
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31) let othim. People
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seriously.
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CALVIN arid HOBBES

Nov. 21):
ur possesdamage.
for unusuties. Closlights you.
course in
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Tea "eon ago
Developers of plaitarid Eases
Downs Apartment Propect were
panted preliminary approval on
June IS by Murray Planning and
Zoning Commission for a 48.unit
housing project to be located off
Diuguid Drive
Sensor Girl Scout Tracey
Brown will represent Kentuckians Council at 1985 Youth for
Understanding, a Girl Scout
international sick, -opportunity.
to take place June 18 to Aug 2
in Japan. She Is the daughter of
Ms Edith Clark of Murray
Dr. Virginia M Slimmer. Sally
Duford, Mary Conover and Dr
Alice Koenecke. all of Home
Economics Department of Murray State Unisersity. sill attend
the 76th annual meeting exposi•
uon of American Home Economics Association at Philadelphia.
Pa.. June 24-27
Twenty years ago
Pictured are state employees
working on the bridge on Squire
Workman Road near Old Salem
in a photo by Staff Photographer
David Hill
Donald Hill of Indianapolis,

Today as Tuesday. June 20, the 171st day of 1995 There are 194
days kit in the year.
in
History
Highlight
Today's
On June 20. 1782, Congress approved the Great Seal of the United
States.
Ten years ago: Day seven of the hijacking of TWA Flight 847 Fise
hostages appeared at a chaotic news conference in Beirut. Lebanon.
pleading with President Reagan not to launch a rescue attempt
Five years ago: South African black nationalist Nelson Mandela and
his wife, Winnie. arrived in New York City for a ticker-tape parade an
their honor as they began an 11 -day, eight-city U.S tour
One year ago: 0.1. Simpson pleaded innocent in Los Angeles to the
killings of his es-wife Nicole and her friend Ronald Goldman RWITIef
airman Dean Allen Mellberg went on a shooting rampage at Fairchild
Air Force Base near Spokane, Wash., killing four people and wounding 22 others before being shot and killed by a military police
sharpshooter.
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lad . 59. diseased June 19 about
0 30 a m in a boating asvident
new Lynhurst Resort on Kea •
lucky Lake. according to Calloway County Coruna Max MLMT is
Members of Callow
County
Foe Rescue Squad recovered the
body at II 20 a m the same day
His site *as able to swim to
shore They haie been vacationing here for 24 years and are
friends of Mr and Mrs Thomas
Brown
Births reported include a boy
to Mr and Mrs Greg Cates. May
31, a gul to Mr and Mr! Larry
N
stunt. June 2. a girl to Mr
and Mrs Kent Hale. June 7
Thirty years ago
Shirley Thomas, Kay Erwin,
Robert Houston and Billy Over bey of Murray College High
School Chapter of Future Business Leaders of Amenck.a, and Ed
Thomas and Paul Hanes from Phi
Beta Lambda at Murray State
College attended the national
FBLA convention held June
13-15 at ('inc tnnati. Ohio
Annette Thurman and Barry
W Dress were married June 8 at
Corinth. Miss

TODAY IN HISTORY
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Any time declarer sees he can
make his contract if a particular
finesse succeeds, or if a particular
suit breaks favorably - both of
which are a matter of luck - he
should also look further to see
whether other means of making the
contract are available.
Take this case where South is in
four hearts, and starts with three
sure club losers.The fate ofthe hand
seems to depend on whether he will
lose a diamond trick in addition.
He can draw trumps immedi•
ately and then cash his three high
diamonds. If the opposing diamonds
are divided 3-3, he makes the con-

tract But if they break unfavorably,
he goes down The prospect of finding the diamonds 3-3 is not enticing.
since it occurs in only 36 deals out of
100. South is therefore obliged to
seek an alternate line of play that
offers a greater chance of success
Such a method of play is available in this deal, though it is not
apparent on the surface It requires
both imagination and some knowledge of probabilities
When declarer has a combined
holding of eight cards in •suit, the
outstanding five cards will be divided 3-2 68 percent of the time
South can apply this knowledge to
the current deal and can increase his
chances of making the hand from 36
to 68 percent by playing for a 3 2
trump break
He wins the spade lead in dummy
and trumps a spade with the queen
He then leads a low heart to the nine
and ruffs another spade with the
king
Next he crosses to the ten of
hearts and ruffs dummy's last spade
with the ace This leaves South without trumps, while dummy still has
the lack. He has already won six
tricks
The remaining four tricks are
obtained by crossing to dummy with
a diamond,drawing the last trump,
and then cashing two more diamonds. As it turns out., the diamonds are divided 4-2, but South
nevertheless has ten tricks to show
for his efforts
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LOOKING BACK
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TUESDAY .PUblE 20 INS

diEW

"live King
5 'Gunge 8 - -heart
surgery
12 - pencil
13 N Y time
14 Ms Falana
15 TV's Marshal
Delon
17 Sermon
19 Clamor
20 Tournament
of 21 And others
(Latin.
2 wds )
23 In addition
24 Damara Geddes
26 Knicks coach
25 Find fault
31 Reeler 10
32'The Squad
33 Roman six
34 fatter
38 •L's -•

38 Males
39 Helps41 And then (more than
that)
43 A Reese
45 -Key
48 Kirshe et al
50 TVs Murphy
Brown
51 Dressed
52 'Pulp FoL-tionstar
54 Letterman
mat
55 Comfort
56 Cheer
57 God of war
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Recent births reported at Mur
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr
and Mn Billy Paschall. a boy to
Mr and Mrs Charles Alltwitten.
a girl to Mr and Mrs Claud
White, a girl to Mr and Mt,
Wayne Turner, and a girl to Mr
and Mrs Larry Cunningham
Mr and Mu Johnny McDoue
al have returned home after a
vacation in Sarasota and Daytona
Beach. Fla
Forty _sears ago
Pictured ate members of Mut
ray Rescue Squad with the new
15-foot aluminum him mcnil)
purchased by the squad The
h p nislisu
boat, trailer and 2
sill be used in rescue aLtis dies
The photo is hv Stall I'llotogra
pher Noble %rather
South heat North "9 to elk iii
the seventh annual North South
Cage ClaS k played June 18 at
Murray State College Sports Arc
na In the past South had beat
three times and North thfcc
times Gene Stith's
Allos as
County s CnUy horn Nem Con
cord, played calls a few minutes
at the close of the gimc b$:-i au cc
of a sprain hc receised in liras tiec
last meek Kentucks tiosernsa
Lawrence Wetherh) isis present
for the basketball game

DEAR ABBY
Ali `i 1 r
atilt
from
%Nett I %as Ou.
toVifr,' mho wrote ti,
her till %blind •• 1111k l• 11110 I..' itt
which she hated
When I dated "liarold he had
cinls a mustai he and I ma. rat s
aout
b
11.4 1111,i
beards
fait. I
Harold rralls attrat tisc until
Km% his beard I I sears ago
A couple /if meeks ago hiodU. sluice it lbff just tor tt a halt h.
told nw NON I has.- .1 I11411,4
km I find hint curs uttattrto us.
without his beard I know Oil,
seem shallow. but .is tun, P.
passed he has 1130 fllllt h
t tit
hair, arid hr also now 114.•••••••••', ,
tPIT IL
sen pr111111111•Ill
have of his !ward rs.irr sit.-.
The other issue with the tie.od .
that it has almass been .1
contention between his parents mid
mellaroldilorsmatarossfothe,
lw has di heat-lion 114 .t
he. be noire (Inherited alsoto iot•.t .
1,1, I.
mg other than hmi.,11
•-•
ruts or me'
Whet) hi.
I o rile on Ins 1 pp1.411.11If • I 1.•
1113b13%. fir1111)V.Vii 111.•
tom
lbUllnet MeV'PiNt la p it
need a tactful as
ti•Ilito.:
that he malls
t I.•.ek
•.!
Wahl/tit his beard
1.11Ni • 1;s1ANI) 1% IF
DEAR WIFE: If he drielin't
already know, make him au are
of how important his heard is to
you. Prepare hia favorite din
net-, and when the two 14 yin
are ready to retire, have this letter on his pillow. It is certain ti
generate a heart-to-heart dis•
mission - which is long riser
due.
If the heard has become a
symbol in a power struggli.
between you and his parent.
after 13 years of marriage. 334)Ml•
counseling may he in order for
the two of you.
• • •

DEAR ABBY I arn .1 1 t s r.ir old
girl I ern %.'v-'s matun• I..t
and I make straight A. Ms piirrnt,
have always trusted me. beat 1 a as
forbidden rec critls,
.1 lois
whom I lose % VT'S r1111( it ii nil I in
sure he Id 41.0 ITN.
When I told rns parents this
they said I sac tIllo suing ill Ibl•ii
love Abbs, a hi an. I considered
incapable of lorit•'I too )11.4 34. .11311
hi.' $if love as 4.011141••101W taut- rtiN agiThis 133374 Is responsible arid trust
worthy lie is also ii good student
his parents like no. a lot. 41(111 1111r
parents are the toils barriers
between us
I am forbidden to talk to tom ill
tom
the telephone. and I ran t
anywhere after school Please don t
tell me that its nix! a CTUsh, 1 that
it's puppy love I truly love him moth
all my heart What should I 4.'
rf Will/DEN IA
DEAR FORBIDDEN LOVE:
Who, you have is 13-year-old
daughtar, you will bo able to
issidwatand your parents'fears
and wigwams to rest you.
s for this
ria sisra your ilea
boy are obtains, but 'von
though you are both good Mu.
dents sad responsible for your
ago - you aro not inifnationtly
Isaiase to handle • Los. rola.
Winship at /S.Please trust your
parasite Judgment and honor
their wishes. They have your
bast intorests at heart.
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TUESDAY. AM SI HIS

DEATHS

•

Mrs. Alene Woods
Mn Aterse Wands. hi. Benton. died Monday. June 19. 1995. at
12 U p in at %est Viva Niusing Home, Martay
A retued emploace of Meru Clothing Company. Mayfield:she was
a member of Sew How Baptist Church
tier husband. Garland Woods. preceded her in death She was the
daustiter of the late Kolbe Cresson sad Sedge Tyncs Cresson
Survivors inclesk inc daughter. Mn Wriest Towery and husband.
Rit.hard. Rt 2. Munay. one son. Gene B Woods. Benton. one sister.
Mrs Laura Randolph. Detroit. Mich, 511 grandchildren. Rhonda
Rogers. lithlIP:121 COMM and Lana Williams. an of Murray. Lassrcai
Minor. Memphis. lean. Mitch Heater. Fon Lauderdale. Fla. and
Gar) Heater. Si Louis. Mo. II great-grandshikken
The funeral will be Wednesday at I p m
the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home. Benton The Res Rick) Cunningham will officiate
Burial will follow in Brewers Cemetera
Friends may call at the funeral home alter 5 pm today I-Tuesday)

Mrs. Lera Lassiter Anderson

•

Iris elitinentS

airs Leta LassitCf Anderson. $7. Rochester. Mich. died Sunday.
June IN. I. in a hospital there
Born Dec 7. I907. in Callous, County. she was the daughter of
the late Elbert Lassiter and Effie Holland Lassiter
Also preLcding her in death were one daughter. Jo) Kaye Young:
four sisters. Reba Hatfield. Ill Lassiter. Cosa Clark and Lora Willis. 'tree brothers. George Robert Lassiter. Holland Lassiter and W.D.
I assiter. three half sisters. Delores McDougal. Rubene Bean and Katie
1 assiter. half brother. James Liasiter.
Sursisors include two sons. Hayden Anderson and wife. Shirley,
Roahcster. Mich. and Earl Ander.on. Michigan, 12 grandchildren: 16
great-grandchildren. so sisters. ,Mrs Flu Winchester. Murray. Mrs.
Lau Garner. Michigan. Mrs Frances Stubblefield and Mrs. Eva Lois
Raspberry, Hazel. Mrs Mabel Hutson. Buchanan. Tenn.. and Mrs.
Rachel Carucci. New York. fuse half sisters. Mrs. Matue Ann Tnpp,
Mrs Peggy Dais. Mrs Virginia Kirks and Mrs. Linda Houston. all of
aluraas. and Mrs LCLA Hash. Louis% ale; half brother. Joe Lassiter,
%lianas
In charge of arrangements will be Price Funeral Home. Troy. Mich.
Burial will he in Oak View Cemetery. Royal Oak. Mich.
•

Sint e 185.1

Stock Market Report

Mrs. Geanette Tucker
The funeral for Mn Gcanette Tucker was today at II am in the
r lt
aed
ol: J.H. Chunhill Funeral Home. The Rev. James Cain
cha
oif i
Pallbearers welt Larry Frankhouser. Gerald Carroll. David Miller.
James Sumnore, Don Harris and Dan Walker. Burial was in Salem
Cemetery near Lynn Grove.
Mn. Tacker. 44. Murray. died Saturday. June 17, 1995, at 530 a nt
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors maybe her husband. Hubert J. Tucker. two daughters.
Mn. Tabitha Walatkiewig. Rt. I. Farmington. and Michelle Tucker.
Murray; her mother. Mrs. Helen Carina, Murray; her mother-in-law,
Mn. Hel-n Tucker. Rt. I. Farmington.

"al

Chester Canter
Chester Canter, 92, of Green Acres Health Care. Mayfield. formerly
of Cuba community. died -Saturday. June 17. 1995. at 4:45 p.m. at
PirieLake Medical Center. Mayfield.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Cuba Church of Christ.
Preceding him in death were his wife. Mrs. Minnie Russell Canter:
one sister, Mrs. Lela Williams; four brothers. Leon. Coy. Frank and
Garvin Canter: his parents, Lee and Beaulah Caldwell Canter.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Juanita Marie Manshold.
Portland. Ore., and Mrs. Mary Katherine Burkeen. Murray: three sons.
Rex Canter, Sedalia, William Lee Canter, Murfreesboro. Tenn.. and
James Edward Canter. California. Mo.; one sister. Mrs. Bessie Russell, North Carolina; one brother. Ralph Canter. Mayfield; 13 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at Cuba Church of
Christ. James Shockley and Brad Howard will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be his grandsons. Members of Men's Bible
Class at Cuba church will serve as an honorary group. Burial will follow in Cuba Church of Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at Byrn Funeral Home. Mayfield, after 4 p.m.
today (Tuesday) and at the church after 1 p.m. Wednesday.
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Harold R. Osborne
alemorul %cr.icea for Harold R Osborne were Monday at 7 p.m. in
the chapel of J H Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Bob Saywell
officiated Music was by the Choir of South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church with Doug Crafton as leader and Martha Saywell as
pianist Members of Fraternal Order of Police served as an honorary
group
Mr Osborne. 5S. Rt 4. Murray, died Friday. June 16, 1995. at 3:25
p m at Baptist Central Hospital. Memphis. Tenn.
An Air Force seteran of Korean Conflict, he had been a police dispatcher tor the Cuts of Murray He was a member of South Pleasant
Grose United Methodist Church and of Fraternal Order of Police.
' Suraisors include his wife. Mrs. Jeanette Cooper Osborne; one son,
James Das id Osborne. Murray. his mother. Mrs. Ethel Hetrick, Rt. 4.
Murray. parents-in-lass. Earl and Gracie Cooper. Hazel; several
brothers-in-law. sisters-in-law. nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Evelyn Wright
Final rit.:1 tor Mrs Eselyn Vs rig.ht were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton. Joe Thorn officiated. Burial
was in Benton Cemetery
Mrs Aright. -a. Hardin. died SaturtLy. June 17, 1995. at 12:25
pm at alarray-Callossay County Hospital
Survivors include her husband. Bennie D. Wright; one son. Robert
Aright. Benton. one brother. Joseph Leonwiti, Chicago, Ill.; three
grantichildren. Jennifer Hardin, Jeffery Jones and Bobby Jones, all of
Benton. one rca: grandchild

'Walter Hopkins
Funeral rites tor A alter Hopkins were today at 11 a.m. an the chapel
of Miller funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. E.F. Clcrc and Gene
C;illiland officiated Singing was by singers from Glendale Road
Church of Christ
Pallbearers were Keith Hopkins, Scott Hopkins. Brett Hopkins.
Danny Perry. Bill Barberich and David Meredith. Burial was in !slurvas Memorial Gardens
Mr Hopkins.
Rt 1. Almo. died Saturday. June 17. 1995, at
lo ;6 a m at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A retired emplosee of Murray Division of the Tappan Company, he
was a member of Higher Praise Worship Center. and an Army veteran
of World War II
Survivors include his wife. Mrs Jean Penney Hopkins; three sons,
Ron Hopkins and wife. Tracic. and John Hopkins. Rt. 1, Almo, and
Botby Hopkins and wife. Kim. Benton, two sisters. Mrs. Edna Brock,
Coltliron. and Mrs Letu McDonald and husband, Joe. Frankfort; five
granithildren. Keith. Scott. Brett, Ronda and Trista Hopkins; three
stepgrandahildren. Janie Perry. and Justin and Jermy Hanks; one
great-grandchild. Emily Hopkins

Is your van or pick-up for personal use only? Is its gross
vehicle weight 10,000 pounds or less? Iii.sure it with Grange
and you may qualify for our low auto
rates. We also offer a 20% discount
on collision coverage for pick-up
trucks. Call or visit us soon so we
Your partner in protection
can tell you more.

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
Ms. Penny French's Calloway Preschool students enjoy their last day of
school playing In shaving cream.

901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

HOG MARKET
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535.55.2555 1i L15.115.14.54

DOD
PLUMBING
:tnt,ai • Comrrerc,ai

• Service Repair
"Specolfzing in Quality Work"
David Ryan

Darren Howard

753-4736

Celebrate the
Fourth ofJuly at
Freedom Fest'95
(5 Big Days of Super Fun and Great Entertainment)
Something For Everyone...
*Antiques

*Parades
*Fireworks
*Arts & Crafts

*Concerts
*Street Fair
*Pageants
*Family Night

*Pet Show
*Exhibits
*Golf Tournament
*And much, much more!

For schedule of events or more information, call 759-2199, stop at
Freedom Fest Headquarters, Murray Tourism Commission in the
Commerce Center-Hwy.641 N, or write Freedom Fest, Box 190,
Murray, KY 42071

It's Here! Corn-Austin's Famous

SUMMER CLEARANCE
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